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Abstract

Modern websites rely on personal data to measure and improve their performance
and to market to consumers. The European Union’s General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR) limited access to such personal data, with the goal of protecting con-
sumer privacy. We examine the GDPR’s impact on website pageviews and revenue for
1,084 diverse online firms using data from Adobe’s website analytics platform. Among
EU users, we find a reduction of approximately 12% in both website pageviews and
e-commerce revenue, as recorded by the platform after the GDPR’s enforcement dead-
line. We find evidence that the GDPR both reduced data recording and harmed real
economic outcomes, and we derive bounds for the relative contribution of each expla-
nation.
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1 Introduction

Personal data is a fundamental input of the modern digital economy. Firms use personal
data for a variety of activities including product recommendations, advertising, and pricing.
Concerns over invasive and opaque data collection practices have fueled a political debate
about the consumer’s right to privacy and how best to regulate it. The European Union’s
(EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) seeks to protect individual privacy by
reigning in firms’ use of personal data. The GDPR is one of the most significant privacy
regulations in effect today and has served as a model for subsequent privacy regulations such
as California’s Consumer Privacy Act. While privacy may be valuable to individuals, the
GDPR’s limitations on the use of personal data may harm online firms that represent 4% of
the EU’s economy and 10% of its retail sales.1 Protecting privacy may therefore be costly.
This paper presents a broad-based empirical study of the GDPR’s economic impact on online
firms. We examine the effect of the GDPR on site traffic—a measure of site health and its
capacity to generate advertising revenue—as well as site revenue arising from e-commerce
sales.

A key contribution of this paper is to distinguish between the GDPR’s impact on real
economic activity and the process of recording economic outcomes by online firms. Extant
policy research examines how regulation affects economic outcomes, but seldom contends
with policies that also affect how those outcomes are recorded. Privacy policy creates miss-
ingness by construction because individuals can forbid their data from being recorded or
shared. Under the GDPR, recorded economic outcomes may fall because some individuals
do not consent to data sharing. Indeed, changes to when and what data are recorded is a
primary goal of the GDPR. At the same time, a decline in recorded outcomes could reflect
a decline in real economic outcomes, for instance, because the regulation restricts personal-
ized marketing. Privacy regulation thus creates an inference problem: data protection can
both impact economic outcomes and obscure the observation of economic outcomes. Conse-
quently, policymakers need to distinguish between the real and recording effects of privacy
regulation in order to evaluate it. Further, both real and recording effects are policy relevant.
Real effects are helpful for understanding the impact of privacy regulation on firms, while
changes in data recording may signal welfare gains for consumers. Though regulators can
observe aggregate firm economic activity, they may require more frequent and detailed data
to detect and diagnose policy effects—particularly when such effects are small. We utilize
such data to show that the GDPR reduces recorded outcomes by 12% and then we bound
the contributions of the real and recording effects of the GDPR.

1https://www.retailresearch.org/online-retail.html
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We use proprietary data from Adobe Analytics to understand the implications of the
GDPR for the online economy. Our data consist of recorded outcomes from over 1,000
websites from such diverse industries as media, travel, beauty, health, and retail. We observe
77 of the top 1,000 websites globally as well as over 700 sites below the top 100,000. The
data separate the web traffic by EU residents who are protected by the GDPR. Our analysis
focuses on two key metrics of the online economy: pageviews and revenue arising from e-
commerce sales. We observe over 4.4 billion weekly pageviews and about $0.75 billion in
weekly e-commerce revenue from EU users alone—representing 12% of total European e-
commerce. For advertising-supported websites, pageviews indicate a site’s supply of ads and
ad revenue. E-commerce revenue contributes to overall economic activity as 17% of EU
enterprises sold online in 2018 (EuroStat, 2020). The data also identify the channels (e.g.
search engine, email, display ad) through which users arrive at the website, which we use to
examine how the GDPR affected online marketing to EU users.

Like past economic studies of privacy regulation (e.g. Goldfarb and Tucker, 2011; Miller
and Tucker, 2009), we use the timing of regulatory enforcement as an event study. The GDPR
affects firms at the same time, so selecting an appropriate control group is challenging. Our
preferred control group is the same set of sites in the previous year. This control group then
captures the seasonal pattern of EU user traffic, which is specific to these firms. Our primary
analyses use a panel differences approach (similar in spirit to a differences-in-differences
model) to identify the impact of the GDPR on recorded pageviews and recorded revenue.2

We estimate that recorded pageviews fall 11.7% post-GDPR, on average across all sites, or
15,043 pageviews per week for the median site. Among e-commerce sites, recorded revenue
falls 13.3%, or $9,227 per week for the median site. While the above results suggest that
the GDPR has changed recorded online outcomes, they do not disentangle the role of data
recording from real economic harms.

The GDPR can impact recorded web outcomes through two main mechanisms. First,
European privacy regulators state that sites must obtain user consent for collecting site an-
alytics data (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, 2012; Information Commissioners
Office, 2019; Data Protection Commission, 2020a). The most adopted consent management
platform indicates that over 90% of users provide consent (Quantcast, 2018). If up to 10%
of users do not provide consent, this could explain some of the 11.7% reduction in recorded
pageviews. Second, privacy regulation may effect sites’ real outcomes for instance by limiting
their marketing ability. Privacy regulation has been documented to negatively impact mar-

2Formally, differences-in-differences requires contemporaneous observation of cross-sectional units that are
not exposed to the treatment of interest. The GDPR’s scope and coordinated rollout effectively precludes
the construction of a true control group, since websites serving EU citizens (virtually all major sites) are
subject to the GDPR.
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keting effectiveness, both in the context of the EU’s 2003 ePrivacy Directive (Goldfarb and
Tucker, 2011) and the GDPR (Godinho de Matos and Adjerid, 2021; Aridor et al., 2020).
Marketing may be less effective particularly on channels like email and display advertising
that rely on personal data. This marketing mechanism would lead to a decrease in real site
outcomes. Finally, though some firms may stop sharing data with Adobe to conform with
the GDPR’s principle of data minimization, we rule this mechanism out by excluding such
firms from our analysis.

We quantify the relative contributions of the consent and real effect mechanisms. We use
a simple selection argument to construct bounds on the role of consent after the GDPR. We
estimate non-consent rates are between 4.0% and 12.8% of site visits in the full sample and
between 3.6% and 13.7% for the e-commerce sample, which aligns with the consent rates in
Quantcast (2018). In particular, consent explains a minimum of 4.7% of our GDPR estimate
for recorded pageviews. Given the policy’s explicit objective of limiting data collection, the
non-consent rate is an informative metric for evaluating the GDPR. Our estimates suggest
that a non-negligible portion of consumers are benefitting from the ability to opt-out of data
collection.

The remainder of the GDPR estimate could be due a real effect on EU web traffic, though
conservative estimates suggest a small and negative marketing-related effect. In particular,
we use data on the user’s arrival channel to look for evidence that marketing has been
impacted by the GDPR. We find that the GDPR had a greater impact on users arriving
through data-intensive marketing channels like display and email advertising. Net of the
consent effect, we calculate that marketing mechanisms reduce real pageviews at least 0.5%
per week. For e-commerce revenue, marketing mechanisms reduce real revenue at least 0.4%
per week. Thus, the real effect of the GDPR through the display and email channels alone
represent 7.0% of the GDPR estimate on pageviews and 4.6% of the e-commerce revenue
estimates.

We show the GDPR has differential effects on sites by size and regulatory strictness. Ex-
tant research highlights anti-competitive effects of the GDPR (Johnson et al., 2022; Peukert
et al., 2022). We find smaller e-commerce sites see almost twice the decline in recorded rev-
enue (-16.7%) than larger sites (-7.9%). We show this decline arises from smaller e-commerce
sites having a harder time obtaining consent, which validates a key theoretical prediction in
Campbell et al. (2015). We also consider the moderating effect of regulatory strictness. The
GDPR harmonized regulation within the EU, but enforcement is partly at the country level
where regulator resources vary. We show that site beliefs about data protection regulatory
strictness—as proxied by a EU survey of firms—moderate the effect of the GDPR. Specif-
ically, a one standard deviation increase in the regulatory strictness index corresponds to
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2.0% lower recorded pageviews and 2.1% lower recorded revenue. This finding aligns with
other research showing a correlation between regulatory strictness and the economic effects
of the GDPR (Jia et al., 2021; Johnson et al., 2022).

Our work expands the literature on the economic implications of privacy regulation. Pre-
GDPR studies of privacy regulation show that privacy laws can slow technology diffusion
(Miller and Tucker, 2009; Adjerid et al., 2016) and that the EU’s 2009 e-Privacy Directive
reduced advertising effectiveness (Goldfarb and Tucker, 2011). Emergent research on the
GDPR reveals further economic consequences of privacy regulation. Jia et al. (2019, 2021)
note that venture capital investment falls in the EU post-GDPR. Janssen et al. (2022)
document large reductions in Android mobile app availability and entry. Theoretical research
suggests that the GDPR’s privacy rights can strengthen consumers at the expense of firms
(Ke and Sudhir, 2020). Computer science research shows that websites use fewer third-party
vendors—which often rely on personal information—after the GDPR (e.g. Libert et al.
2018; Sørensen and Kosta 2019). Johnson et al. (2022) and Peukert et al. (2022) show that
this reduction in third-party vendors favored large vendors and thereby increased market
concentration. However, Zhuo et al. (2021) show no effect of the GDPR at the Internet
infrastructure level.

Aridor et al. (2020), Lefrere et al. (2020), Zhao et al. (2021), and Schmitt et al. (2021) are
closest to our work in that they also examine how the GDPR affects websites. Aridor et al.
(2020) uses analogous data as they examine traffic on travel sites as recorded by a third-
party intermediary that sells travel advertising. Their findings complement ours in that both
papers estimate similar-sized effects on recorded site traffic and find that recorded outcomes
are favorably selected post-GDPR. Aridor et al. (2020) attribute the GDPR effect solely to
consent, whereas we explore alternative mechanisms by leveraging our greater cross-section
of sites as well as data on visits by marketing channel. Aridor et al. (2020) instead use their
ad revenue and user scoring data to show that, though the GDPR hinders firm’s marketing,
this is somewhat offset by the favorable selection of consenting users.

Zhao et al. (2021) instead examine browsing behavior using an opt-in panel of web users.
Using an individual-level panel eliminates the missing data problem created by non-consent
for the selected panel members but raises potential concerns about systematic differences
between opt-in panel users and the broader population of interest. Zhao et al. (2021) high-
light an increase in search intensity due to the GDPR. Lefrere et al. (2020) and Schmitt
et al. (2021) instead rely on data from SimilarWeb and Alexa respectively, which apparently
combine user panel data with site analytics data to estimate site traffic. These papers find
4% and 5% reductions in estimated site traffic due to the GDPR respectively.

This paper is also related to a growing literature on the use of analytics and internet data
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to measure the economy. Early studies focused on the value of analytics and data-driven
decision-making to firms (Bresnahan et al., 2002; Brynjolfsson et al., 2011). Recent work
by Berman and Israeli (2022) shows positive returns to firms that adopt a data analytics
platform. A handful of studies use web analytics data—including price and transaction
data—to measure the online economy. Goolsbee and Klenow (2018) measure price inflation
online using data from e-commerce sites from our same provider, Adobe Analytics. Other
work estimates the value of the internet and e-commerce (Cavallo and Rigobon, 2016; Dolfen
et al., 2019; Brynjolfsson and Oh, 2012). Budak et al. (2016) is closest to our study as they
use browsing history to assess how e-commerce sites depend on online advertising to generate
traffic. We contribute to this literature by tackling missingness in web analytics data due to
user consent, in the spirit of Manski (2005) and Manski (2007).

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the GDPR. In Section 3,
we explain how the GDPR impacts recorded outcomes and describe our data. In Section 4, we
present our empirical approach, our main GDPR effect estimates, and explore heterogeneity
between firms. Section 5 devises bounds for the contributions of the real and consent effects
of the GDPR. Section 6 concludes.

2 GDPR background

The European Union (EU) passed the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in April
of 2016 and enforcement began on May 25, 2018, giving firms two years to prepare. The
GDPR protects the collection, processing, and use of personal information of EU residents.
The GDPR expands the definition of personal data to include individual-specific data like
cookie identifiers and IP addresses (Article 4(1)). The GDPR covers both EU firms as well
as foreign firms that target EU residents. Fines in the case of non-compliance can reach the
larger of 20 million euros or 4% of global revenue. The GDPR regulators split enforcement
between country-specific regulators and an EU-level regulator.

Data minimization is a guiding principle of the GDPR (Article 5(1c)): firms must limit
the personal data they collect and use. The GDPR accords data rights to EU residents
including the right to access, correct, erase, and port their personal data. Firms that process
personal data must invest in systems and processes to fulfill these rights-based responsibil-
ities. These firms are also required to audit internal data processes and to appoint a data
protection officer to oversee compliance activities. Firms must encrypt and anonymize per-
sonal data as well as promptly notify both the regulator and affected individuals after a data
breach. These obligations impose significant compliance costs on firms. Many firms spent
over 10 million dollars annually to comply with the law and many came into compliance
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after May 25, 2018 (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2018). The GDPR requirements incentivize
firms to minimize their data processing, including for activities like marketing.

The GPDR’s Article 6(1) lays out legal bases under which a firm may process personal
data. EU regulators clarified that individual consent is the most appropriate basis for web-
sites and their vendors to process user data—including for web analytics purposes (Article
29 Data Protection Working Party, 2012; Information Commissioners Office, 2019; Data
Protection Commission, 2020a).3 Under the GDPR, valid consent must be affirmative (no
pre-checked boxes), freely given, granular to the purpose of processing (e.g. website analyt-
ics, behavioral advertising), and must list all third parties who process the data (European
Data Protection Board, 2020).

The reality of GDPR as implemented by firms can differ from the regulation as written.
The GPDR is a multi-faceted regulation, and firms were initially uncertain as to how to com-
ply. Foreign firms, in particular, were unfamiliar with the regulation’s legal context, which
compounded their confusion (Jones and Kaminski, 2020). In surveys, a minority of firms
described themselves as GDPR-compliant as of June 2018, though EU firms were ahead of
their American counterparts (TrustArc, 2018). Adding to this uncertainty, EU regulators
continued to issue new guidance after the enforcement deadline and moved slowly to en-
force the law. The European Commission (2019) later acknowledged that the GDPR was
under-enforced in its first year. Investigations during that time reveal that most websites did
not wait for consent before interacting with third party domains or setting identifier cookies
(Sanchez-Rola et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2022). Even in 2019, the Irish privacy regulator
found that almost all sites it investigated were still setting cookies upon the user’s arrival
(Data Protection Commission, 2020b). EU regulators objected to these practices (Com-
mission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés, 2020a; Data Protection Commission,
2020b), but did not fine websites until December 2020.

We focus on the GDPR’s effects on two main channels: consent and personalized mar-
keting. If a user refuses to consent, websites can not send user data to Adobe Analytics.
Consent rates therefore have important consequences for the data recorded by Adobe. In
addition, many websites employ personalized marketing to increase traffic. By limiting the
use of personal data in marketing, the GDPR may reduce the real traffic to websites. We
also allow for possibility that the GDPR reduced real visits to websites more generally: for

3European regulators have long signaled some openness to web analytics that exclusively use the site’s
data (i.e. using first party cookies), but concern about web analytics vendors that combine user data across
sites (i.e. using third party cookies) (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, 2012). In 2020, the French
regulator opened the door for sites to collect web analytics data without opt-in consent under the French
Data Protection Act, provided that this data is not combined with off-site data (Commission Nationale de
l’Informatique et des Libertés, 2020b).
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instance, ubiquitous consent popups may create a distaste for visiting websites. However,
our analysis pays special attention to the personalized marketing explanation because our
data can speak to this.

Consent Rather than follow the GDPR’s de jure opt-in consent requirements, most web-
sites instead followed a de facto opt-out approach when obtaining user consent. Contem-
porary investigations by researchers and EU privacy regulators confirmed that most sites
improperly relied on opt-out consent (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2019; Utz et al., 2019).
For instance, many sites employed consent dialogs that invited the user to “agree” to con-
tinue or click “more options” to opt out of specific data processing on a second page. This
approach to consent ensures high consent rates, and the largest GDPR consent management
platform reported average consent rates in excess of 90% (Quantcast, 2018). By contrast,
sites that followed a strict opt-in approach have much lower consent rates. In this case, the
British privacy regulator’s site and the Dutch public broadcaster’s sites report consent rates
of 10% or lower (Information Commissioner’s Office, 2019; Snelders et al., 2020). Note that
the British privacy regulator also provided site analytics data showing a commensurate drop
in recorded traffic of about 90%. Based on the Quantcast (2018) figure, we therefore expect
to see a reduction up to about 10% in recorded traffic data due to non-consenting users. In
Section 5.2, we estimate bounds on the average non-consent rate in our data to contribute
to the policy discussion on de facto consent under the GDPR.

Personalized marketing The GDPR raised the legal risk and logistical cost associated
with personal data processing. Firms may respond by reducing their investment in marketing
channels like e-mail and online display advertising. Those media rely on personal data in the
form of e-mail addresses and cookie-based identifiers, respectively. The GDPR was expected
to reduce email marketing because firms would reduce or even delete their customer email
lists. For instance, many firms sent permissioning emails (Godinho de Matos and Adjerid,
2021) prior to the GDPR seeking opt-in consent to continue emailing users, then dropped
non-consenting users from email marketing lists. In online display advertising, Johnson et al.
(2022) show moderate and persistent reductions in related ad technology vendor use by
websites after the GDPR in 2018. In addition, firms report high costs of complying with the
GDPR, which may divert funds from marketing if firms view this expense as discretionary.
Thus, the quantity and effectiveness of personalized marketing channels may fall post-GDPR.
Nevertheless, Budak et al. (2016) conservatively estimate that only around 10% of site traffic
originates from email or display ad clicks. In Sections 4.3.1 and 5.3, we provide empirical
evidence that the GDPR may impact traffic to websites through personalized marketing
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channels.

3 Data

Our study uses proprietary data from the Adobe Analytics platform to study the GDPR.
Section 3.1 overviews the services and data that web analytics vendors provide. Section 3.2
explains how GDPR affects the data that web analytics platforms record. Section 3.3 de-
scribes our panel of online firms and how we construct the panel. Finally, Section 3.4 provides
summary statistics for our key outcomes.

3.1 Web analytics overview

Online firms use web analytics tools to understand the characteristics and behaviors of their
site visitors. Our data is provided by Adobe Analytics, a leading web analytics vendor (For-
rester, 2017). Web analytics vendors like Adobe Analytics provide technology for websites
to track users who browse their sites. In order to implement Adobe Analytics, the firm
adds code to their website which sends a data-rich ping to Adobe’s servers whenever a user
visits. These pings contain a unique user ID, website ID, webpage information, and generate
a timestamp.4 Adobe then aggregates the ping data into an analytics dashboard. Analytics
dashboards are the primary unit of analysis in this paper. Dashboards reveal traffic and rev-
enue performance aggregated over time and broken down, for instance, to the user’s country
of residence.5 Online firms find these dashboards to be a source of customer insight that
can increase revenue (Berman and Israeli, 2022). For instance, changes in web analytics
performance may alert the firm to opportunities to improve its website design or marketing
activities. Even the French privacy regulator views site analytics data as “in many cases
essential for the proper functioning of the site” (Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et
des Libertés, 2020b).

The left-hand side of Figure 1 illustrates how web analytics vendors construct economic
variables from website traffic pings. When a user arrives on site, a site visit is initiated. As
we discuss below, sites receive a signal of how the user arrived at the website: the referring
channel. Once a user arrives on site, the user may either leave the site or continue to browse
more site pages. The former case is a referred to as a bounce and the share of such visits is
referred to as the bounce rate. Whether the user bounces or continues to browse onsite, that

4We do not observe the unique user ID in our data, but simply aggregated site-level statistics. Thus, we
can not track individual user behavior over time.

5Refer to the Adobe Analytics (Adobe, 2019) documentation for technical information.
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Figure 1: Web analytics data recording before and after the GDPR

user generates site pageviews. On e-commerce sites, some users complete a purchase and the
web analytics vendor will record the site’s revenue.

One advantage of web analytics data is that they describe how users arrive on site,
broken out by referring channel. Sites can coordinate with their analytics vendor to infer
these channels from referring links. For instance, the site can send a marketing email to
a user containing purpose-built hyperlinks. These hyperlink URLs contain not only the
landing page address but also the channel (email) through which the user arrives onsite.
We observe four referring channels: search, display advertising, email marketing, and social
media. Search includes both paid and natural search, and social media includes clicks on
both paid and organic social content. Users can also arrive onsite without clicking a link—e.g.
by typing the URL into browser navigation bar or by using a bookmark—which is referred
to as the direct navigation channel. Referring channel data can also be used to attribute
site outcomes (e.g. pageviews, revenue) to these different marketing channels. These data
are therefore also referred to as last-touch attribution data, because they record the user’s
last channel interaction prior to arriving on site. Last-touch attribution is understood to
ignore prior channel interactions including those preceding a user’s direct navigation to the
site. Nonetheless, changes in a marketing channel’s last-touch attribution share can indicate
a change in channel spending and/or channel effectiveness.
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3.2 Data recording pre- and post-GDPR

The GDPR affects the share of web analytics data that vendors, like Adobe, record. Figure 1
emphasizes the difference in data recording before the GDPR (left-hand side) and after the
GDPR (right-hand side). Before the GDPR, Adobe records all the user traffic onsite. After
the GDPR, Adobe only records outcomes from consenting users. If the user consents, Adobe
will observe all that user’s outcomes, just as in the pre-GDPR period. If the user revokes
consent, Adobe does not record any analytics data associated with that user. As a result,
we do not observe any data associated with non-consenting users, including any reference
to their visit or site outcomes. We observe recorded outcome measures in our data: the
consent rate drives a wedge between recorded and real outcomes post-GDPR. To fix ideas,
we present a simplified decomposition of our recorded outcomes.6 Specifically, our recorded
outcomes reflect these different components pre- and post-GDPR:

Pre:Recorded outcomes = Real outcomes (1)

Post:Recorded outcomes = Real outcomes× Consent rate (2)

Post-GDPR, recorded outcomes are the product of real outcomes and the consent rate.
The pre- and post-GDPR comparison of recorded outcomes creates an identification

challenge. Changes in real outcomes or consent rates below 100% both affect recorded
outcomes. However, a measured effect on recorded outcomes does not alone reveal each
factor’s contribution to the change. We expect that the GDPR impacts both a website’s
real outcomes and reduces data recording through consent. Therefore, we must take care
in interpreting changes in recorded outcomes. Our analysis thus proceeds in two stages. In
Section 4.2, we measure the effect of the GDPR on recorded outcomes. In Section 5, we
propose theory-driven bounds to empirically quantify the contribution of the consent-related
and real outcome-related effects of the GDPR.

3.3 Sample construction

Our panel data consists of online firms that serve EU residents and that use Adobe An-
alytics. Our weekly panel data covers 1,084 analytics dashboards for 32 weeks in each of
2017 and 2018.7 Our unit of analysis is a dashboard rather than a website or firm. Firms
construct analytics dashboards to provide insight into their online presence, operations, and

6We consider the more general case where we allow the real outcomes to be correlated with the consent
rate in Section 5.

7For 2018, our data span the 4th Friday of the year through the week beginning with the 35th Friday of
the year (January 28th 2018 to September 7th 2018).
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customers. As such, the dashboard dataset reflects the firm’s view of its online presence and
can disaggregate large, multi-brand firms. A dashboard may have many-to-many relation-
ships with websites. For example, consider a retailer with both France- and UK-facing sites.
The retailer could choose to: 1) combine both sites into one dashboard, 2) create separate
dashboards for each site, or 3) create multiple dashboards with duplicate information. In
general, firms may elect to organize their websites and/or dashboards by different brands or
by customer location. Our primary outcomes of interest are: 1) a pageview: a request for
a full webpage document by a site visitor; and 2) revenue: total onsite user spending in US
dollars.8 Both outcomes are economically relevant for online firms. For ad-supported web-
sites, pageviews are proportional to advertising revenue. For e-commerce sites, we directly
observe e-commerce revenue.

Our dashboard sample expands on past work using Adobe Analytics data and undergoes
several quality control steps. Drawing from the full sample of Adobe’s data, we begin with
an initial set of about 4,900 dashboards. The initial set requires at least 500 average weekly
visits from the EU prior to the GDPR’s enforcement and removes dashboards containing
duplicate data. The 500-visit threshold ensures EU-relevant data and avoids noisy outcome
data due to low EU traffic, while still including long tail sites below the top 100,000 Alexa
sites. Critically, we restrict our sample to the 1,425 dashboards that regularly report data:
i.e., less than 20% of weeks are missing. This removes many low-quality dashboards including
those built for special events or promotions. This step also helps remove firms that join or
churn from Adobe, and firms that reorganize their dashboard data structure. Note that
some firms may respond to the GDPR’s data minimization requirement by dropping Adobe
Analytics altogether. However, this filtering step also removes the few dashboards (<0.5%)
that turn off reporting post-GPDR. We then remove 328 dashboards that are labeled for
testing purposes as well as 164 dashboards whose meta-data omit a web domain name. We
remove 118 dashboards whose constituent data elements may have changed as evidenced
by unusual growth prior to the GDPR.9 Finally, we remove dashboards with outlier user
behavior in the pre-GDPR period.10 Our resulting 1,084 dashboard panel is 99.98% complete
for the pageviews outcome and 99.4% complete for the revenue outcome. Our sample’s 353
e-commerce dashboards is also much larger than the sample used in Goolsbee and Klenow

8In May 1st, 2018 dollars. Exchange rates are held fixed at May 1st, 2018 rates.
9For instance, firms may change the list of domains associated with a dashboard. We remove dashboards

that grow more than 170% or fall more than 70% between 2017 and 2018 prior to treatment.
10Specifically, we remove dashboards with average pageviews per visit and average revenue per visit greater

than the 95th percentile of the distribution. At the extreme, these outliers are thirty times the mean
pageviews per visit and several thousands of times the mean revenue per visit in Table 1. Note that our
main effect point estimates in Section 4.2 and our pageview and revenue per visit estimates (in Table 4) are
robust to different trimming thresholds, but the latter are imprecise when we include these outliers.
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(2018) because we include non-US firms, examine more recent data, and do not require
product-level data.

Our data offer both economic scale and diversity to investigate the GDPR’s impact on
the EU’s digital economy. The final 1,084 dashboard panel includes diverse firms in such
industries as finance, health, travel, news/media, and retail. Our sample contains a mix of
e-commerce sites, publisher sites, and corporate sites. By observing outcomes by the user’s
country of origin, we can focus on the EU residents protected by the GDPR. In addition, we
gain North American traffic as an alternative control group. Our data contain approximately
$0.75 billion per week in European e-commerce revenue, which represents about 12% of total
European e-commerce. The data also contain $2.8 billion per week in North American e-
commerce revenue—almost a third of North America’s estimated spending.11 The data
contain 4.3 billion weekly pageviews from EU users alone. For comparison, Wikipedia saw
an estimated 2.6 billion pageviews from EU users in a typical week of 2018.12

3.4 Summary statistics

Table 1 illustrates the heterogeneity in our 1,084 dashboard sample. We report pre-GDPR
2018 summary statistics for pageviews, revenue, usage metrics (pageviews per visit, and rev-
enue per visit), bounce rates, and traffic origin at the dashboard-week level. Dashboards vary
in traffic volume from about 7,000 weekly pageviews to almost 5 million weekly pageviews at
the 10th and 90th percentiles. The pageview and revenue distributions have long right tails;
both means exceed the respective medians by an order of magnitude. This fact motivates
our use of logged dependent variables in our analysis. Usage patterns vary by dashboard: on
some dashboards users browse less than two pages per visit on average while on others users
browse as many as eight. This pattern is evident for the revenue per visit metric as well.
Bounce rates are also heterogeneous across sites (10th percentile of 14.5% to 90th percentile
of 70.8%) but 40.8% on median. Since traffic from the EU falls under the GDPR’s scope,
we summarize dashboard EU user outcomes as a share of global outcomes (as well as North
America’s share for comparison). 41.2% of all dashboards receive more than three quarters of
their traffic from EU users and 33.7% receive more than three quarters from North America.
The sample’s traffic tilts towards EU users on average, though the average share of revenue
is balanced between EU and North American users. Throughout, the pageviews outcome
references the full sample, whereas the revenue outcome references the e-commerce sample.

11Annual US e-commerce spending in 2017 was $461.5 billion. This is approximately $37.8 billion per
month after excluding the large increases in holiday spending in November and December (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2019).

12https://stats.wikimedia.org/wikimedia/squids/SquidReportPageViewsPerCountryOverview.htm
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Table 1: 2018 pre-GDPR weekly summary statistics

Variable # Dashboards Mean 10th percentile Median 90th percentile

Pageviews (full sample)

EU user pageviews 1,084 4,008,584 6,722 108,349 4,483,751

EU user pageviews per visit 1,084 4.47 1.73 3.64 7.87

EU user bounce rates 1,084 42.3% 14.5% 40.8% 70.8%

% EU/ Global 1,084 45.1% 0.5% 19.3% 99.1%

% North America/ Global 1,084 39.1% 0.4% 10.8% 97.8%

Revenue (e-commerce sample)

EU user revenue 353 $505,379 $1,507 $47,872 $1,352,089

EU user revenue per visit 353 $3.35 $0.07 $1.63 $9.26

EU user bounce rates 353 37.1% 16.4% 35.3% 61.3%

% EU / Global 353 46.0% 0.1% 21.3% 99.1%

% North America / Global 353 45.4% 0.2% 22.4% 99.6%

Our revenue measure captures e-commerce revenue, and excludes other revenue sources
like offline revenue and advertising revenue. In Adobe Analytics, firms track revenue at
the product level: when the user completes a transaction, the revenue is the product of
the product’s price and quantity purchased. Elsewhere, this data has been used to track
inflation and e-commerce spending (Goolsbee and Klenow, 2018; Adobe, 2021). Three in-
dustry categories represent 70% of our revenue data: consumer electronics (34.7%), jewelry
& apparel (23.5%), and general merchandise (i.e., department stores, 11.5%). Our revenue
data arises from an additional thirteen industries including: airlines, automobiles & parts,
books, finance & banking, food & drink, travel, gifts & flowers, health, home & garden,
hotels, media & entertainment, shipping, and software. Moreover, our revenue share figures
by industry appear to be representative.13

Table 2 summarizes the mean last-touch attribution channel shares. Table 2 includes
the 542 dashboards (and 260 e-commerce dashboards) that collect this data for at least
three channels. The last-touch attribution subsample tends to be larger with mean EU
weekly pageviews of 8.1 million compared to 4.0 million in the full sample in Table 1. Each
dashboard’s channel shares are weighted by its pageviews and revenue respectively. The top
two channels of direct traffic and search total 91.4% of pageviews and 91.0% of revenue on
these sites. Display’s referral share is less than 2%, though only 40% of dashboards collect
this data for the samples in Table 2. Conditional on reporting, the share of display is 3.3%
for all sites and 1.3% for e-commerce. For email, the conditional shares are 5.7% and 7.1%
for all sites and e-commerce sites, respectively. By comparison, Budak et al. (2016) report
that display ad clicks and email initiate 3% and 7%, respectively, of sessions on the top

13https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-ecommerce-by-category-2021
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Table 2: Last-touch attribution sample: pre-GDPR mean channel shares

Recorded pageviews Recorded revenue

Observations 542 260
Direct traffic 33.3% 39.1%
Search 58.1% 51.9%
Display 1.3% 0.4%
Email 3.9% 7.9%
Social 3.4% 0.6%
Note: 2018 EU pre-GDPR outcomes for those dashboards that report at

least 3 channels. Channels shares within dashboards are weighted by

pageviews or revenue respectively.

Figure 2: Evolution of EU user recorded outcomes over time

(a) Log Recorded Pageviews
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(b) Log Recorded Revenue
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Note: Figure (a) presents average logged pageviews per week for the full sample of dashboards. Figure (b)
presents average logged revenue per week for the e-commerce sample of dashboards.

10,000 e-commerce sites.
Figure 2 graphs the evolution of log pageviews and of log revenues over time. We use the

enforcement of the GDPR—denoted by the vertical line on May 25th, 2018 (week 22)—as
an event study in our analysis. Figure 2 also plots same-week 2017 outcomes using a dotted
line for comparison. Both pageviews and revenues start off higher in January 2018 than
January 2017. The gap is smaller for pageviews, though the two lines cross after the GDPR
with 2017 pageviews substantially higher than 2018 by September. Revenue exhibits a larger
gap of about 0.2 log points prior to May 25th, but this gap closes substantially afterwards.
That is, 2018 revenue is fairly flat, whereas 2017 revenue grows in the second part of 2017.
Both outcomes follow similar trends in 2017 and 2018 prior to May 25th, which motivates
our choice of 2017 outcomes as a control group in our empirical strategy below.
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4 Recorded site outcomes analysis

We seek to quantify the impact of the GDPR on recorded website pageviews and e-commerce
revenue. In Section 4.1, we develop our empirical strategy consisting of a panel difference
estimator that uses the prior-year’s observations for the same firms as a control. Section 4.2
presents the resulting estimates for recorded pageviews and recorded revenue as well as
evidence of user behavior changes post-GDPR. Finally, Section 4.3 explores policy-relevant
heterogeneity in GDPR treatment effects.

4.1 Panel difference estimator (PD)

The GDPR’s scope and imposition creates two challenges for inferring the regulation’s effects:
1) identifying an untreated set of dashboards to serve as a control group; and 2) isolating
confounding changes post-enforcement. The GDPR’s scope extends beyond the EU’s borders
so that countries outside of the EU may not represent a clean control group. In particular,
firms may execute their GDPR compliance strategies across all of their customers in order
to reduce customer concerns or the costs associated with treating customers differently by
country. Such spillover effects imply that non-EU users are potentially contaminated as
a control group. The GDPR’s common enforcement date creates a second challenge for
inference: post-GDPR changes in outcomes could result from confounding variables that
change after May 25, 2018. In Figure 2, we see that pageviews fall post-GDPR, but this
may be confounded by seasonal trends like Europe’s summer vacation season.

Our control group consists of 2017 outcomes from the same set of dashboards as our
treatment group. This ensures that the control group shares seasonal trends and resembles
the treatment group. Control units from the past ensures no contamination from the GDPR’s
enforcement in the EU or its spillover effects beyond the EU. By using the same time period
in 2017, this control group accounts for seasonal variation, for instance due to summer
vacation and holidays. Further, firms experience different seasonal patterns in demand:
surfing websites have more traffic in summer while skiing websites have less. Holding our
sample of dashboards constant ensures that the control group captures the seasonal pattern
of this specific combination of firms. Figure 2 confirms that pageviews and revenue follow
similar trends prior to May 25 in both years. In Online Appendix B, we present placebo tests
in which we test for pre-treatment differences between our treatment and control group. For
both of our outcomes, the results of the placebo treatment exercise add credibility to our
panel differences design. The 2017 dashboards are also a natural control group because firm
characteristics are relatively fixed year over year. However, we cannot compare the post-May
periods between 2018 and 2017 directly because we see in Figure 2 that the pre-May levels
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exhibit an upward level shift in 2018.
Our primary empirical approach applies a panel difference estimator to compare EU

user recorded outcomes in 2018 to 2017. The panel difference estimator is analogous to a
difference-in-differences approach in that we assume parallel trends on recorded outcomes
as our identifying assumption. That is, the effect of the GDPR on recorded outcomes is
identified by the difference in trends post-May between 2017 and 2018. Recall that all real
outcomes are recorded pre-GDPR (including 2017), so any post-GDPR deviation from the
counterfactual trend must arise from the GDPR’s effect on real outcomes and/or its consent
effect on data recording (see equation 2). Our regression equation is as follows:

log (yitw + 1) = α1{2018}t + β (1{2018}t x 1{Post-GDPR}w) + ηi + ξw + εitw (3)

where i denotes the analytics dashboard, w denotes calendar week, and t denotes year. yitw
denotes recorded onsite outcomes by EU users. Our model uses log outcomes because the
distributions of recorded outcomes are highly skewed (see Table 1). 1{2018} is an indicator
variable for 2018 observations (treatment) and 1{Post-GDPR} is an indicator variable for
calendar weeks after the May 25th enforcement date. We include dashboard- and calendar-
week-specific fixed effects denoted by ηi and ξω. Note that we omit the 1{Post-GDPR} term
as it is collinear with the calendar-week fixed effects. β represents the estimate of the average
effect of the GDPR on EU user recorded site outcomes in our sample.

4.2 GDPR main effect estimates

Table 3 presents the results of our main specification in equation (3). We estimate main effect
coefficients of -0.124 for recorded pageviews and -0.142 for recorded revenues. Both estimates
are significant at the 1 percent level.14 To aid interpretation of our non-linear model, we
calculate marginal effects (see Online Appendix E for details). Our point estimates indicate
a 11.7% drop in recorded pageviews and a 13.3% in recorded revenue. For the median
dashboard in each sample, this corresponds to a 15,043 drop in weekly recorded pageviews
and a $9,227 drop in weekly recorded revenue, respectively. In Online Appendix B, we
provide several robustness checks that allow for alternative control groups and specifications.
In particular, we include (1) a difference-in-differences specification with North America as
a control group (2) a triple difference-in-differences strategy combining both the panel and
North American difference-in-differences specifications (3) window regressions that attempt

14For robustness, we also employ the permutation inference method outlined in Conley and Taber (2011).
Paz and West (2019) suggest that this method of inference is often more conservative than clustered standard
errors. Our main effect estimates for pageviews and revenue remain significant at the 10 percent level.
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Table 3: GDPR main effect estimates: panel difference estimator

(1) (2)
Sample All Dashboards E-commerce
Dependent variable† log( Pageviews + 1 ) log( Revenue + 1 )

1{2018} × 1{Post-GDPR} -0.124 -0.142
(0.026) (0.030)

1{2018} 0.050 0.193
(0.014) (0.028)

Average marginal effect -11.67% -13.26%
RSID + Week FE Y Y
R2 0.969 0.962
N 69,344 22,436
Note: Standard errors clustered at the Dashboard + Week level. †Recorded outcomes.

to remove anticipatory or delayed compliance and (4) a synthetic control approach. The
results in Table 3 are largely robust to these alternative approaches.

The resulting policy implications vary by whether these estimates reflect changes in real
web outcomes, or changes in the share of recorded outcomes. At one extreme, a 12% reduc-
tion in real web outcomes would represent a significant economic burden of the GDPR. At
the other extreme, a 12% non-consent rate may be construed as progress toward protecting
the data of privacy-sensitive users. The main effect estimates should reflect something be-
tween these two extremes: a mixture of a real and recording effect. Section 5 proceeds to
construct bounds on how much the GDPR affects real outcomes versus consent by using a
theory-driven empirical analysis.

We next consider how the above changes relate to the change in site visits (extensive
margin) and the pageview/revenue per visit (intensive margin). The types of user who use
a site and provide consent may change in response to the GDPR. While we do not observe
individual user behavior in our data, we do observe two metrics that inform how users
behave on-site: pageviews per visit, and revenue per visit. Collectively, we refer to these
outcomes as site-usage metrics. Table 4 presents our GDPR impact estimates employing the
panel differences specification (equation 3) for the site-usage metrics (in levels) as dependent
variables. Table 4 also presents comparable estimates for the extensive margin of site visits
(in logs). Note that our mechanism bounding approach (Section 5) uses both the intensive
and extensive margins.

Our usage estimates show that recorded users are favorably selected post-GDPR. In
columns (1) and (2) of Table 4, we see a statistically significant increase in pageviews per
visit of 0.200 (s.e. 0.071) and a marginally significant increase in revenue per visit of $0.172
($0.093). Our average dashboard sees 4.47 pageviews per visit in the pre-GDPR period,
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Table 4: GDPR effect estimates: intensive and extensive margins

Usage metrics Extensive Margin
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sample All Dashboards E-commerce All Dashboards E-commerce
Dependent variable† Pageviews per visit Revenue per visit log( Visits + 1 ) log( Visits + 1)

1{2018}× 1{Post GDPR} 0.200 0.172 -0.128 -0.148
(0.071) (0.093) (0.024) (0.031)

1{2018} -0.291 0.041 0.102 0.167
(0.067) (0.094) (0.012) (0.022)

RSID + Week FE Y Y Y Y
R2 0.724 0.758 0.971 0.961
N 69,344 22,436 69,344 22,436
Note: Standard errors clustered at the Dashboard + Week level. †Recorded outcomes.

so that our estimate represents a 4.5% increase in pageviews per visit post-GDPR. For e-
commerce dashboards, our point estimate is noisier but corresponds to a 5.1% increase in
revenue per visit. The extensive margin estimates in columns (3) and (4) of Table 4 yield
almost identical estimates to Table 3: a -0.128 reduction in log visits for the full sample and
-0.148 for the e-commerce sample.

We argue that the increase in recorded usage is primarily due to consent-based selection:
that is, users who consent to data processing have greater usage. This could arise if users who
value the site more are more likely to both provide consent and to browse/spend more on-
site. We argue that consent-based selection is a more plausible explanation for the observed
positive selection than the GDPR increasing real site usage. If anything, we instead expect
that the GDPR would hurt real usage by degrading the browsing experience with cookie
consent and notification pop-ups. In particular, we expected that these popups would in-
crease the share of visits that include only a single page (i.e., the bounce rate), however we
find no empirical support for this (see Online Appendix G for details). Note that Aridor
et al. (2020) also show favorable selection in usage outcomes post-GDPR for online travel
agencies, which they also argue is attributable to user consent. We return to the observation
of favorable user selection in Section 5, where we use this pattern to decompose our main
effect estimate into real and consent effects.

4.3 GDPR effect heterogeneity

To better understand the GDPR’s impact, we examine heterogeneity in terms of traffic
referral channels, dashboard size, and regulatory strictness.
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Figure 3: GDPR effect heterogeneity by traffic referral channel: last-touch attribution sample
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(b) Revenue
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Note: Presents the channel-level coefficients (equation 31) with recorded dependent variables in logs. Includes
95% confidence intervals using standard errors clustered at the dashboard-week level.

4.3.1 Traffic referral channels

As in Section 2, we expect that the GDPRmay harm websites by constraining their marketing
activities. In particular, by increasing the costs of processing personal data, the GDPR may
have limited the use and effectiveness of personalized marketing channels like email and
display advertising. To examine this, we consider heterogeneity in the impact of the GDPR
by traffic referral channel using the “last-touch attribution” sample of 542 dashboards that
track this data for at least three channels. Specifically, these dashboards track whether
users click on a search, display, social, or email advertisement to arrive on site—or instead
navigate directly to the site. Personalized marketing is an important source of traffic for
these dashboards: Table 2 shows that e-mail clicks precede 3.9% of pageviews and 7.9% of e-
commerce revenue while display ad clicks precede 1.3% of pageviews and 0.4% of e-commerce
revenue.

We note that the dashboards that track traffic referral channel data are selected. These
firms may be more sophisticated marketers or may rely more on marketing to generate site
traffic. Though the 542 dashboards in our last-touch attribution sample are larger (see
Section 3.4), they exhibit somewhat smaller GDPR main effect estimates. For this sample,
we estimate a GDPR effect of -0.07 (s.e. 0.022) log points for pageviews with a corresponding
marginal effect of -7.1% and -0.09 (s.e. 0.038) log points for revenue with a marginal effect
of -8.7%. These estimates are smaller than their full sample counterparts in Table 3, but
this difference is only statistically significant for pageviews and not revenue.

Figure 3 suggests post-GDPR declines in all channels for both pageviews and e-commerce
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revenue,15 and particularly large declines in the email and display ad channels that process
personal data. Figure 3 presents point estimates, though we refer to the corresponding
marginal effects below. The direct traffic channel serves as a useful benchmark; these esti-
mates suggest statistically significant drops of -8.3% for pageviews and -10.7% for revenue.
Personal marketing referral channels show both statistically significant and larger reduc-
tions. The display ad channel in particular falls -25.0% for pageviews and 19.6% for revenue
whereas the email channel falls -9.7% for pageviews and -16.9% for revenue.

The evidence for the search and social channels is more mixed. The search channel
accounts for over half the pageviews and e-commerce revenue in the last-touch attribution
sample (Table 2). The search channel falls by less than direct traffic for both pageviews
(-7.4%) and e-commerce revenue (-3.3%), though only the former is statistically significantly
different from zero. Several factors may offset the negative effect of consent leading to smaller
effects on the search channel. Search is less susceptible to the GDPR because it does not
require personal data, which may have led firms to reallocate their marketing budgets towards
the paid search channel. Also, users may have increased their search activity post-GDPR
(Zhao et al., 2021). The social channel represents a much smaller share of traffic for these
dashboards. Relative to direct traffic, we see a larger drop in the social advertising channel
for pageviews (-21.4%), but a smaller one for e-commerce revenue (-3.4%), though again only
the former is statistically significantly different from zero. The social ad channel occupies a
more nebulous standing with the GDPR because it relies on personal data, though much of
it is first-party data. In practice, social media companies appeared to fare well at least in
the first year of the GDPR. For e-commerce firms, the smaller reduction the social channel
may reflect these firms reallocating their marketing budgets, as with the search channel.

In sum, we find greater reductions in recorded pageviews and revenue post-GDPR in the
personalized marketing channels targeted by the regulation. We return to these results in
Section 5.3, where we construct conservative lower bounds on the the personalized marketing
component of the GDPR’s real effect on websites.

4.3.2 Dashboard size

Here, we examine heterogeneity in GDPR treatment effect estimates as a function of dash-
board size. The competitive ramifications of the GDPR are a key point of policy interest.
Other work demonstrates that the GDPR led to greater market concentration in the website
technology services sector (Johnson et al., 2022; Peukert et al., 2022) and has more adversely

15We present the exact estimation equation and coefficient estimates in Online Appendix 3. Note that
Figure 3’s channel estimates each condition on the set of dashboards that collect data for that channel.
Variation in sample size by channel thus explains the large differences in confidence interval widths.
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Table 5: GDPR effect heterogeneity by dashboard size

(1) (2)
Dependent Variable† log( Pageviews + 1 ) log( Revenue + 1 )

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR}× 1{Large Dashboard} 0.040 0.101
(0.034) (0.053)

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR} -0.144 -0.182
(0.034) (0.046)

Average Marginal Effect
Small Dashboard -13.43% -16.69%
Large Dashboard -9.87% -7.85%
Note: See Table 12 in Online Appendix F.3 for full table. Standard errors clustered at the Dashboard +

Week level. †Recorded outcomes.

impacted investment in newer technology firms (Jia et al., 2021). Larger sites may benefit
from the GDPR as they may more easily obtain consent (Campbell et al., 2015) or may be
less reliant on push marketing.

We look for heterogeneous effects of the GDPR across dashboard size by interacting our
main specification (equation 3) with an indicator for large dashboards. We define large
dashboards as having pre-GDPR average weekly visits greater than the median of the distri-
bution. Table 5 presents the key parameter estimates: Online Appendix F.2 presents the full
estimation equation and results. The base coefficient (1{2018}×1{Post GDPR}) estimates
indicate that the GDPR had a negative and significant impact on small dashboards for both
recorded pageviews and revenue. The large dashboards interaction coefficient estimates are
positive for both recorded pageviews and revenue. This indicates that large dashboards ex-
perience a smaller post-GDPR declines than small dashboards, though this difference is only
statistically significant for the revenue outcome. This pattern can be seen in the marginal
effect estimates in Table 5: small dashboards see a -13.4% decline in pageview (versus -9.9%
for large) and a -16.7% decline for revenue (versus -7.9% for large). In Section 5.2.2, we
provide evidence that heterogeneous consent rates help explain this result.

4.3.3 Regulatory strictness

We examine whether firm beliefs about regulatory strictness moderate the effect of the
GDPR. Firms report heterogeneous investment in and readiness for the GDPR (TrustArc,
2018). Regulators can vary the size of the fines and the probability of levying fines to induce
firms to comply with regulation. As such, firms that face a more strict regulator may work
harder to comply with the law. For instance, these firms may cut back on personalized
marketing or set a higher bar for collecting consent on their website. This exercise is inter-
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Table 6: GDPR effect heterogeneity by regulatory strictness

(1) (2)
Dependent Variable† log( Pageviews + 1 ) log( Revenue + 1 )

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR}× Strictness -0.040 -0.041
(0.006) (0.019)

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR} 0.041 -0.040
(0.029) (0.075)

Note: See Table 11 in Online Appendix F.2 for full table. Standard errors clustered at the Dashboard +

Week level. †Recorded outcomes.

esting from a regulatory design perspective and provides additional evidence that the GDPR
explains the changes in EU traffic after May 25, 2018.

To examine the role of regulatory strictness, we exploit geographic variation in firm’s be-
liefs about their country’s data protection authority. Though the GDPR harmonizes privacy
regulation in the EU, the GDPR’s enforcement is split between a central EU supervisory
authority and authorities in each EU country. Firms are assigned to a country’s supervi-
sory authority based on where their customers or headquarters are located. To quantify
regulatory strictness by EU country, we use of a measure from the European Commission
(2008) survey of 4,835 data controllers. Controllers report whether data protection law is
“interpreted and applied more rigorously” in their country than in the rest of the EU. We
construct an index that ranges from -1.64 in Greece to 1.49 in Sweden.16 We assign each
dashboard to an EU country based on the member state that drives the majority of its web
traffic in 2018 before the GDPR.

Our resulting estimates reject the null hypothesis that regulatory strictness is unrelated
to the GDPR’s effect on recorded web outcomes. We re-estimate our panel differences model
(equation 3), further including an interaction with regulatory strictness. We also include
another interaction term for income per capita, which may confound the role of regulatory
strictness. We present the key estimates in Table 6, and the full regression results and
model specification in Online Appendix F.3. We estimate a regulatory strictness interaction
coefficient of -0.040 log points for pageviews and -0.041 for revenue, which are both significant
at the 1% level. The estimates imply that a one standard deviation increase in regulatory
strictness, holding all else fixed, reduces recorded pageviews by -2.0% and recorded revenue
by -2.1% for the respective median dashboards. Thus, country-level differences persist in
practice, despite the GDPR’s promise of a consistent regulatory environment within the
EU. We acknowledge that this strictness index may proxy for other cross-country differences

16After excluding non-responses, we construct a country-level index taking values from 0 (all responses
are “totally disagree”) to 1 (all responses are “totally agree”).
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like norm adherence or bureaucratic efficiency. Nevertheless, the moderating role of this
regulatory strictness measure is a robust finding of the GDPR literature. Johnson et al.
(2022) also show that regulatory strictness is correlated with website changes to their tech
vendor use post-GDPR. Jia et al. (2021) show that regulatory strictness is correlated with
post-GDPR reductions in EU tech venture investment. These findings further substantiate
that our main effect estimates capture the impact of the GDPR rather than an unrelated
post-enforcement shock to EU web traffic.

5 Disentangling real and recorded outcomes

To better evaluate the impact of the GDPR on the online economy, we need to separate
the measured effect on recorded outcomes from its effect on real outcomes (equation 2).
Separating real and recording effects in our setting is difficult for two reasons. First, we
do not observe user-level behavior. Rather, we observe summary statistics that conflate
recording and real outcomes at the dashboard level. Second, we do not directly observe the
compliance strategies of each dashboard and thus cannot observe how recording and consent
rates vary with individual dashboard compliance.

In the next section, we develop a model of the underlying data generating process that
highlights how, and under what assumptions, we can separately recover estimates of the
GDPR’s real and recording effects.

5.1 A model of recorded outcomes

Let Z ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator for the GDPR treatment. For user interactions with a rep-
resentative website, we define three potential outcomes. Let V (Z) ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator
for whether a user decides to visit a website, let C (Z = 1) ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator for
whether the user consents to sharing data with the website under GDPR treatment, and
let y (Z) denote the user’s (continuous) usage of the website as measured in pageviews or
revenue. Note that the consent potential outcome (C) is only realized with GDPR treat-
ment (Z = 1) whereas the visit (V ) and usage (y) potential outcomes can have different
realizations without and with GDPR treatment (Z ∈ {0, 1}).

We model real outcomes as realizations of the potential outcomes {V (Z), C(Z = 1), y(Z)}.
Reflecting the GDPR’s censoring of non-consenting user data, we then define individual-level
recorded outcomes as follows:
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V obs(Z) =

V (0) if Z = 0

V (1) · C (1) if Z = 1
(4)

yobs(Z) =

V (0) · y (0) if Z = 0

V (1) · C (1) · y (1) if Z = 1
(5)

We do not directly observe individual level outcomes, V obs and yobs, in our data. Rather,
we observe two related quantities at the site level. Defining the unobserved number of total
possible users asM , we can write our observed site level outcomes—i.e., visits and usage—as
functions of the unobserved individual outcomes defined above:

N obs(Z) =

M · E [V (0)] if Z = 0

M · E [V (1) |C (1) = 1] if Z = 1
(6)

E
[
yobs(Z) |V obs(Z) = 1

]
=

E [y (0) |V (0) = 1] if Z = 0

E [y (1) |V (1) = 1, C (1) = 1] if Z = 1
(7)

Equation (6) captures the total recorded visits and equation (7) captures the mean recorded
usage, where expectations are taken across individual users. We observe both of these
quantities in the data. Note that equation (7) is a conditional expectation—rather than
E [y]—as the observed data statistics omit the usage of users who do not visit the site or
who do not consent.

Without further assumptions, inference is intractable. Our identification approach clas-
sifies users into types as defined by their (binary) potential outcomes V (0), V (1), and C(1).
In principle, there are eight such types as enumerated in Table 7, corresponding to {0,1}
outcomes for site visits with/without the GDPR and consent with the GDPR. However,
types for which V (0) = V (1) = 0 are immaterial to our analysis as such users are not po-
tential users of the site, and thus do not contribute to our observed outcomes (regardless of
hypothetical consent decision). To make progress, we posit plausible restrictions on the com-
position of the six remaining user types, along with related assumptions on usage conditional
upon user type:

Assumptions

1. The GDPR does not induce new visits: V (0) = 0 =⇒ V (1) = 0. In particular, this
rules out user types for which V (0) = 0 and V (1) = 1.

2. Usage is conditionally independent of the GDPR, given a user’s visit and GDPR
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consent type: (y⊥Z) |V (0) , V (1) , C (1)

3. The user’s choice of consent is independent of their choice to visit: C (1) ⊥ V (1)

4. Only consent-based variation in average usage:
E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1)] = E [y|V (1) = 1, C (1)] = E [y|C (1)]

Assumption 1 rules out user types that visit under the GDPR but would not visit in the
absence of the GDPR (regardless of consent). Our identification approach thus classifies
users into four remaining types, defined by their counterfactual behavior under the GDPR:
1) users who visit both before and after the GDPR and consent; 2) users who visit both
before and after the GDPR, but do not consent; 3) users who visit pre-GDPR, do not visit
post-GDPR, but would have consented if they had visited; and 4) users who visit pre-GDPR,
do not visit post-GDPR, and would not have consented if they had visited.

Table 7: User types defined by discrete potential outcomes

Type V(0) V(1) C(1) Comments

1 1 1 1 allowed: same expected usage as type 3 (Assumption 4)
2 1 1 0 allowed: same expected usage as type 4 (Assumption 4)
3 1 0 1 allowed: same expected usage as type 1 (Assumption 4)
4 1 0 0 allowed: same expected usage as type 2 (Assumption 4)
5 0 1 1 ruled out by Assumption 1
6 0 1 0 ruled out by Assumption 1
7 0 0 1 immaterial to analysis
8 0 0 0 immaterial to analysis

Note: {V(0), V(1)} = visit without/with GDPR, C(1) = consent with GDPR

Assumption 2 requires that the user’s browsing and spending choices are unaffected by the
GDPR, conditional on the user’s visit and consent choices. Assumptions 1 and 2 together
imply that the GDPR does not directly impact site usage: rather, it operates indirectly
through consent-based selection. A potential concern with Assumption 2 is that it rules out
GDPR-related browsing frictions conditional on visiting a site. However, this assumption
is consistent with our lack of evidence supporting this type of privacy friction (see Online
Appendix 10). The independence of visit and consent decisions (Assumption 3) is plausible
to the extent that users are myopic or do not have well formed expectations about how a
site will comply with GDPR. Finally, Assumption 4 restricts site usage to be the same (on
average) among users of the same consent type, regardless of their choice to visit the site
under GDPR. Assumption 4, while strong, helps us to determine the relative size of the four
user types by imposing that types one and three, as well as types two and four, have the
same expected usage.
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Consistent with the above assumptions, we define two quantities of interest at the visit
level, which correspond to the real and consent effects of the GDPR. We define the non-
consent rate θ ∈ [0, 1], and the real effect of the GDPR δ ∈ [0, 1], as:

θ ≡ 1− E [C (1)] (8)

δ ≡ 1− E [V (1)]

E [V (0)]
(9)

Note that, in equations (8) and (9), θ and δ are defined in terms of potential outcomes.

Proposition 1 Under Assumptions 1-4, θ and δ are set identified, as follows:

A) the non-consent rate (θ) is given by:

θ =
E
[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 1

]
− E

[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 0

]
E [yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 1]− E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 0]

(10)

B) the decline in visits is a product of consent (θ) and real (δ) effects of the GDPR:

E
[
V obs = 1|Z = 1

]
E [V obs = 1|Z = 0]

= (1− δ) (1− θ) (11)

We sketch the proof below, and provide the details in Online Appendix I. For part (A),
we begin by noting the law of total expectation and Assumption 3 imply we can calculate
expected usage without the GDPR as a consent probability-weighted average:

E [y|V (0) = 1] = E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 0] · θ

+ E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 1] · (1− θ)

Next we note that by Assumption 2, the left-hand side expression is equivalent to observed
usage conditional on visiting without the GDPR, E [y|V (0) = 1] = E

[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 0

]
.

By Assumption 4, we can also replace the second expectation in the right-hand side expres-
sion with an observed quantity, E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 1] = E

[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 1

]
. Sub-

stituting and solving for θ yields equation (10). Finally, part (B) follows from Assumption
3 and our definitions of δ and θ.

Proposition 1 part (A) shows that the non-consent rate θ depends on the unobserved
pre-GDPR usage among users who would not provide consent: E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 0].
Below, we show that we can partially identify θ using bounds on E [y|V (1) = 1, C (1) = 0].
Further note that equation (10) is only informative if usage differs between users who do and
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do not consent (E
[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 1

]
6= E [y|V (1) = 1, C (1) = 0]). The results in Table 4

show that recorded usage increases post-GDPR, which suggests that users who consent are
indeed favorably selected.

Proposition 1 part (B) relates the ratio of observed visits with and without the GDPR
to the real and consent effects. Assumption 3 plays a critical role in the derivation of
equation (11), as it allows both θ and δ to enter multiplicatively and independently on the
right-hand side. Below, we use the natural bounds on E [y|V (1) = 1, C (1) = 0] to construct
bounds for the non-consent rate, θ. Through equation (11), these bounds imply correspond-
ing bounds for the real effect of the GDPR, δ. We use under- and over-bars to denote lower
and upper bounds, respectively.

Corollary 1
(
θ, δ̄
)
A lower bound on the non-consent rate and an upper bound on the real

effect are given by:

θ =
E
[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 1

]
− E

[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 0

]
E [yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 1]− y

(12)

δ̄ = 1−
E
[
V obs|Z = 1

]
E [V obs|Z = 0] · (1− θ)

(13)

Corollary 1’s θ follows from equation (10). Note that equation (10) implies an increasing
relationship between θ and the unobservable E [y|V (1) = 1, C (1) = 0]. However, this un-
observable has the lower bound E [y|V (1) = 1, C (1) = 0] ≥ y. Note that y = 1 for the
pageviews-per-visit outcome because each visit mechanically has at least one pageview and
y = 0 for the revenue-per-visit outcome. The upper bound on δ̄ is then given by substituting
θ into equation (11).

Corollary 2
(
θ̄, δ
)
An upper bound on the non-consent rate and a lower bound on the real

effect are given by:

θ̄ = 1−
E
[
V obs|Z = 1

]
E [V obs|Z = 0]

(14)

δ = 0 (15)

Intuitively, the upper bound θ̄ (and lower bound δ) occurs when the real effect is minimized.
Note that Online Appendix H includes a numerical example and graphical proof of our
bounding analysis to provide further intuition.
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5.2 Estimation & Results

We next provide estimates for the parameter bounds
(
θ, δ̄
)
and

(
θ̄, δ
)
. To do so, we use

the relations in Corollaries 1 and 2 to define site-level moment equations and estimate these
parameters using GMM. We provide detailed estimation equations in Online Appendix C.
Our estimation approach integrates our panel differences framework, which accommodates
seasonal trends.

5.2.1 Main effect bounds

The bounding estimates for the full and e-commerce samples are presented in Figure 4a
as a percentage of pre-GDPR visits. For the full sample, the non-consent rate (θ) falls
between [4.0%, 12.8%]. For the e-commerce sample, our θ bound estimates are somewhat
wider: [3.6%, 13.7%]. These estimates are consistent with contemporary industry reports
indicating non-consent rates less than 10% (Quantcast, 2018). These consent rates are high
and consistent with the opt-out consent standard that emerged post-GDPR despite the
regulation’s opt-in consent requirement.

For greater economic interpretability, we convert these visit-level consent bounds into
pageview and revenue terms (see Online Appendix C for details). The results are presented
in Figure 4b. For all sites, the pageview-level non-consent rate bounds are [0.6%, 11.7%].
The pageviews upper bound is given by the GDPR average marginal effect estimate on
recorded pageviews from Table 3. The lower bound of 0.6% is conservative because we
assume pageviews per visit for non-consenting users is equal to one. The lower bound in
terms of pageviews is less than the lower bound in terms of visits (4.0%) because non-
consenting users have lower usage. The equivalent revenue-level non-consent bounds [0%,
13.2%] are not informative.

Using the informative pageview bounds in Figure 4b, we can quantify the minimum
contribution of non-consent to the average marginal effect of GDPR on observed pageviews
from Table 3 (-11.7%). For this, we conservatively assume a maximal real effect (δ̄) combined
with a minimal consent effect (θ), which then implies consent accounts for at least 4.7% of
our overall GDPR average maginal effect estimate on pageviews.17 In place of an equivalent
revenue-level figure, we note that the lower bound on visits (θ) for e-commerce sites is 26%
of the upper bound (θ̄) that assumes all of the GDPR effect is due to consent. We conclude
that the effect of the GDPR on data recording—via user consent—contributes importantly
to our GDPR estimates on recorded site outcomes.

17In order to account for the real effect on arrivals, we first scale the consent effect down to the population
of arriving users and then divide by the main effect estimate: θ

(
1− δ̄

)
/0.117.
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Figure 4: GDPR mechanism bound estimates
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(b) Pageview and revenue terms
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Note: Figure A presents the results of the bounding analysis for both samples in terms of pre-GDPR visits.
Figure B presents an analogous figure in terms of (1) pageviews for the full sample and (2) revenue for the
e-commerce sample.

Consent rates can have real consequences for firms. First, online firms can use analytics
data to improve business outcomes (Berman and Israeli, 2022), but firms will have both less
data and selected data post-GDPR. Second, many websites rely on revenue from personalized
advertising that relies on third-party cookies. Two recent studies on the value of personalized
advertising both found that ad prices fall by 52% without personalization (Johnson et al.,
2020; Ravichandran and Korula, 2019), while the Competition and Markets Authority (2020)
report suggests this figure is conservative. Combining the 52% figure with our pageview-level
non-consent bound estimates, we obtain that websites with advertising would lose between
0.3% and 6.1% in ad revenue due to non-consenting users.

5.2.2 Dashboard size heterogeneity

Further pursuing our Section 4.3.2 result that smaller dashboards exhibit greater GDPR
main effect estimates, Figure 5 below presents the real and consent effect bounds for both
samples, split by dashboard size. In the full sample, we estimate non-consent rates between
[1.5%, 15.4%] for small dashboards and [5.3%, 10.2%] for large dashboards. These consent
bounds imply an upper bound on the real effect of 14.1% for small dashboards and 5.1%
for large dashboards. These bounds overlap, making comparison difficult, but may suggest
that larger firms see smaller real effects post-GDPR. The results for the e-commerce sample
are more stark. We estimate non-consent rates between [8.1%, 20.1%] for small dashboards
and [0.3%, 7.9%] for large dashboards. These regions do not overlap, suggesting that large
dashboards, at least in the e-commerce sample, are more likely to receive consent from users
post-GDPR. These results support the argument made by Campbell et al. (2015): larger
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Figure 5: Heterogeneity in mechanism bounds by dashboard size
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Note: This figure breaks the bound analysis out by site size using a median split. All results are presented
in terms of pre-GDPR visits.

firms may be able to gain consumer consent more easily. Further, this advantage for larger
firms may compound in the long run if firms can use consumer data to to improve their
decision-making.

5.3 Refining the real effect lower bound

The bounds estimates from Section 5.2 are uninformative of the lower bound on the real
effect of the GDPR (δ). Nevertheless, the point estimates in Section 4.3.1 suggest a spe-
cific explanation for a real effect of the GDPR: i.e., personalized marketing may have been
adversely affected by the GDPR. To the extent that marketing is harmed by the GDPR, it
contributes to the real effect (δ) as defined in equation (9). In this section, we use hetero-
geneity in GDPR treatment effects across referral channels to refine our estimate of the lower
bound real effect of the GDPR. To accomplish this, we extend our model from Section 5.1 to
accommodate multiple channels and apply this logic to the subset of dashboards that report
channel referral data. We then employ an additional assumption to isolate a conservative
estimate of the GDPR’s marketing effect on consenting users, and thereby refine our real
effect lower bound. To begin, we extend the model to accommodate multiple personalized
marketing channels of arrival, A, and make the following assumption in addition to those
made in Section 5.1:

Assumption

5. The direct traffic channel places an upper bound on the non-consent rate for the
personalized marketing channels: i.e., θDirect Traffic ≥ θA for A ∈ {Display, Email}.
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Assumption 5 pins down an upper bound for the non-consent rate using the direct traffic
attribution channel. Assumption 5 is consistent with Figure 3 in that the reduction in visits
post-GDPR is smallest for direct traffic.

Proposition 2 Under assumptions 1-5,

A) An upper bound for the consent effect on direct traffic is given by:

θ̄Direct Traffic = 1−
E
[
V obs
Direct Traffic|Z = 1

]
E
[
V obs
Direct Traffic|Z = 0

] (16)

B) Lower bounds on the real effect in the display and email channels are given by:

δDisplay = 1−
E
[
V obs
Display = 1|Z = 1

]
E
[
V obs
Display = 1|Z = 0

]
·
(
1− θ̄Direct Traffic

) (17)

δEmail = 1−
E
[
V obs
Email = 1|Z = 1

]
E
[
V obs
Email = 1|Z = 0

]
·
(
1− θ̄Direct Traffic

) (18)

Proposition 2 follows by noting that the upper bound for the consent effect on the direct
traffic attribution channel occurs when δDirect Traffic = 0. Then, Assumption 5 allows us to
substitute θ̄Direct Traffic = θ̄Display = θ̄Email into the channel analogue of equation (13).

Table 8 presents the results of jointly estimating
(
θ̄Direct Traffic, δDisplay, δEmail

)
using GMM

for the display and email marketing attribution channels. Table 8 also includes the corre-
sponding marginal effect estimates for each δ in pageviews and revenue terms, respectively.
To construct lower bound marginal effect estimates, we multiply the

(
δDisplay, δEmail

)
esti-

mates by their corresponding channel share from Table 2. We then multiply this marginal
effect by the median firm’s weekly pre-GDPR outcomes for additional context.

Table 8: Marketing effect estimates: last-touch attribution sample

Channel Display Email Total

Pageviews
Channel-level real effect lower bound (δA) -26.8% -4.4% -
Lower bound marginal effect -0.3% -0.2% -0.5%
Lower bound marginal effect: median firm, weekly -871.6 -427.8 1,299.4
Revenue
Channel-level real effect lower bound (δA) -23.3% -3.5% -
Lower bound marginal effect -0.1% -0.3% -0.4%
Lower bound marginal effect: median firm, weekly -$90.71 -$268.80 $359.51
Note: The marketing marginal effect is computed relative to the weekly outcomes of the respective

median last-touch attribution dashboard pre-GDPR.
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For both pageviews and revenue, we estimate that the display and email channels are
negatively impacted by the GDPR. For pageviews, across both channels, we estimate a real
decrease of at least 1,299 pageviews per week for the median firm. This marketing effect lower
bound represents a real decline of 0.5%, which is 7.0% of our last-touch attribution aggregate
point estimate (see Section 4.3.1). Most of this decline is due to the display channel. For the
e-commerce sample, we estimate a real loss of at least $360 per week for the median firm.
This marketing effect lower bound represents a 0.4% drop in real revenue, or 4.7% of our
last-touch attribution aggregate estimate.

Our marketing effect lower bound estimates are conservative in several respects. We
rely on last-touch attribution measures of marketing effectiveness that ignore the cumulative
effect of marketing over time. Furthermore, these measures ignore cross-channel spillovers in
general and the spillovers from display and email advertising to direct traffic in particular.

6 Conclusion

Online firms use personal data to analyze consumer behavior, market themselves, and gen-
erate revenue. Privacy regulation limits personal data use with important consequences for
online firms. We study the economic consequences of the GPDR for a large and diverse
collection of online firms. Our Adobe Analytics data reveal the website performance of
1,084 firm dashboards. Relative to the previous year, we show that recorded pageviews fall
by 11.7% and e-commerce recorded revenue falls 13.3% from EU users after the GDPR.
However, these data alone do not distinguish between the real and recording effects on the
GDPR. We propose a model to separate the GDPR’s real effect on the volume of site visits
and the GDPR’s consent effect on the recording of site visit outcomes. We conclude that
consent accounts for at least 4.7% of the recorded pageview estimate. We also provide con-
servative estimates for the contribution of GDPR’s real effect on personalized marketing.
The marketing effect alone represents 7.0% of the recorded pageview estimate and 4.6% of
the recorded revenue estimate.

We acknowledge important limitations to our research. First, while our data captures a
significant portion of the online economy, the firms that use Adobe Analytics are selected—
especially those that also track last-touch attribution data. Second, the GDPR’s global
repercussions make selecting a control group challenging, though we show our findings are
robust to alternative control group choices. Third, we cannot separate the consent and real
effects of the GDPR without making assumptions on how they differentially affect recorded
site analytics data. Subsequent research in this area employs complementary approaches:
e.g., identifying website compliance approaches (Lefrere et al., 2020) and examining user
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panel data (Zhao et al., 2021). Fourth, we analyze the economic consequences for firms, but
do not provide a full welfare analysis of the GDPR. This is a general challenge in privacy
settings due to the “privacy paradox” (Athey et al., 2017; Barnes, 2006) whereby individual
stated and revealed preferences for privacy diverge. Here, we lack consumer-level decision
data to identify the demand for privacy. Fifth, we do not undertake a full profit analysis in
this paper as we do not observe costs. Finally, we evaluate the early impact of the GDPR
as it was interpreted by online firms in 2018. This period featured both limited regulatory
enforcement and website compliance efforts that EU regulators broadly considered to be
inadequate (Data Protection Commission, 2020b; Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2019). Our
results reflect this reality.

Our study offers several takeaways for privacy regulators. Data minimization is a key
principle of the GDPR. EU regulators believe that the collection of web analytics data can
pose a privacy risk to EU users and EU regulators therefore want websites to obtain GDPR-
compliant consent from users. We document modest progress towards this goal and bound
the average non-consent rate to be between [4.0%, 12.8%] for our full sample and [3.6%,
13.7%] for our e-commerce sample. These results are consistent with the prevailing industry
practice in 2018 whereby websites applied a de facto opt-out approach to consent (Utz
et al., 2019). Despite concerns of consent fatigue (European Data Protection Board, 2020),
a substantial minority of EU users apparently make the effort to register their non-consent
preferences. We provide evidence from our e-commerce dashboards that smaller firms obtain
lower consent rates, which suggests the GDPR may have consequences for competition.

Despite evidence of incomplete compliance, our results illuminate real consequences of
the GDPR for online firms. First, we show larger drops in pageviews and revenue from
users who click on a display ad or a marketing email—channels that rely on personal data.
After adjusting for consent, we provide conservative estimates for the GDPR’s real effect
on outcomes generated via the display and email marketing channels: for the median firm,
we estimate a real decrease of 0.5% in weekly pageviews in the full sample and 0.4% in
weekly revenue in the e-commerce sample. Second, sites that show ads will lose personalized
ad revenue from users who do not consent to data processing. Our back-of-the-envelope
calculations put these costs between 0.3% and 6.1% of ad revenue. Third, limiting analytics
data may hamper online firm’s ability to create value from this data. This concern is limited
by low non-consent rates on average but could become acute under stricter enforcement.
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Online Appendices

A Main effect robustness

To address potential threats to validity, we outline alternative empirical strategies. Sec-
tion A.1 addresses a concern about anticipatory or delayed compliance behavior. Section A.2
outlines a synthetic controls approach that relaxes an underlying restriction in our panel dif-
ference estimator and allows us to more flexibly construct a control group. Section A.3
discusses an alternate control group and two associated model specifications that account
for any contemporaneous shocks to the web outcomes of Western users. Section A.4 provides
the results for these robustness exercises.

A.1 Window regressions (PD-WR)

To address concerns about anticipatory or delayed compliance by websites, we remove a
two-month window around the GDPR from our data and re-estimate the regression in equa-
tion (3). Firms made large investments to comply with the GDPR. Surveys reveal that
some firms completed this work before the enforcement deadline while other firm’s efforts
were ongoing (TrustArc, 2018). Since firms can make quick changes to their website and
online marketing, they have an incentive to wait until the last minute to implement their
online GDPR compliance changes. Other research confirms that most websites waited until
the enforcement deadline before making changes to their sites (e.g. Sørensen and Kosta
2019; Johnson et al. 2022). Note also that Figure 2 displays no change in trend before the
GDPR took effect. This is further supported by pre-enforcement placebo checks in Online
Appendix B. Nevertheless, anticipatory or delayed compliance relative to the deadline may
lead us to under- or over-estimate the effect of the GDPR in equation (3). We address this
by reestimating equation (3) after dropping four weeks of data both before and after the
deadline: we term these the “window regression” results.

A.2 Synthetic controls (SC)

Our empirical strategy’s within-dashboard design uses the 2017 dashboards as the control
group to capture firm-specific seasonality and characteristics. However, the difference-in-
difference model assumes that the counterfactual trend is best represented by an equal
weighting of these dashboards in 2017. Synthetic controls present a data-driven alterna-
tive for selecting the control group. We use the synthetic controls approach (Abadie et al.,
2010; Doudchenko and Imbens, 2016) to construct a re-weighted control group that relaxes
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our within-dashboard restriction in order to predict the counterfactual in the post-GDPR
period.

Synthetic controls flexibly construct a control group by taking a weighted average of
control-units in order to best predict outcomes for treated units. Intuitively, if we can
construct a control group that behaves similarly enough to the treatment group in the
pre-period, then this control group should behave similarly to how the treatment group
would have behaved after the intervention date, had it not received treatment. We define
a control-unit to be any 2017 dashboard (logged) data and our treated-unit to be the mean
of our (logged) 2018 dashboard data, plotted in Figure 7. Because we have one control-unit
per dashboard (1,084 in our full sample and 353 in our e-commerce sample) and only one
treated unit, we follow Doudchenko and Imbens (2016) and use an elastic net to construct
our synthetic control. Weights are chosen in order to minimize the pre-treatment difference
between the treated-unit and potential control units. The intent of synthetic controls is to
predict the counterfactual, thus we use cross-validation to incorporate prediction error into
our objective function. Then, the counterfactual is constructed by taking the chosen weights
and using them to aggregate post-treatment control-unit outcomes. We can then recover
the treatment effect by differencing the treated and synthetic control outcomes. Online
Appendix D.2 details the cross-validation and model fitting procedure.

A.3 North American panel difference (PD-NA) and triple panel

difference (TPD)

We next consider a contemporaneous control group. Our 2017 control group would not ac-
count for any 2018 contemporary confounds like global macroeconomic changes. We thus
consider the 2018 web outcomes of North American users from our dashboard sample as
an alternate control group. Table 1 reveals that our dashboards have slightly less North
American traffic than EU traffic, on average. E-commerce dashboards accrue roughly equal
percentages of their revenue from the EU and North America. We explain above that this
control group is likely contaminated—owing to within-firm spillovers of GDPR compliance
to non-EU users. Thus, any specification with North America as the control group may un-
derstate the effect of the GDPR. Other GDPR studies use similar contemporaneous controls
(Jia et al., 2021; Aridor et al., 2020; Zhuo et al., 2021), though these authors also acknowl-
edge this contamination issue. We present both our panel estimator with North American
controls and a triple panel difference specifications using the North America control. Both
specifications address a confounding and contemporaneous shock to online outcomes to both
EU and North American users. The triple panel difference specification compares our pre-
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ferred EU panel difference estimate (equation 3) and an analogous North American panel
difference estimate that uses outcomes from 2017 and 2018. The triple panel difference spec-
ification identifies the GDPR effect separately from continent-specific seasonality (shared in
2017 and 2018) and a common shock after May 2018 to both EU and North American users.

A.4 Robustness results

In this section, we present the results of the four robustness checks described above: panel
differences with North America as the control group (denoted by PD-NA), triple differences
(PD-NAEU), window regressions (PD-WR) and synthetic controls (SC). We emphasize the
coefficients of interest in Table 9 for clarity.

Table 9 indicates that our main effect results are robust to several alternate specifi-
cations. Both specifications using North America as a control group yield smaller point
estimates though each remains negative and statistically significant at the 1% level. Of the
two specifications, the more conservative marginal effect estimates are -5.4% for recorded
pageviews and -5.6% for recorded revenue. We take these lower point estimates as evidence
of spillover effects from the GDPR on North American traffic, as discussed in Section 4. In
contrast, both our window regression estimates (columns (3) and (7)) are higher than our
preferred estimates in Table 3, though they remain within the original confidence intervals.18

The marginal effects here are -16.0% for recorded pageviews and -16.1% for recorded rev-
enue. These higher estimates could arise if several websites delayed their compliance with the
GDPR. Finally, our synthetic control results in columns (4) and (8) indicate marginal effects
of -8.7% for recorded pageviews though only -1.4% for recorded revenue. Inference using
synthetic controls is difficult: we follow placebo procedures outlined in Abadie et al. (2010).
Only 0.2% of placebos achieve a magnitude of prediction error similar to our pageview result.
The revenue synthetic controls estimate is less robust, with 22.4% of placebos achieving a
similar magnitude of prediction error. In Online Appendix D, we discuss the synthetic control
procedure and results in detail.

Taken as a whole, these alternate specifications seek to address potential threats to
validity in our preferred empirical approach, and the results indicate a robust negative impact
of the GDPR on recorded site outcomes.

18To address the possibility of further delayed compliance, we also considered models that instead dropped
5, 6, 7, and 8 weeks of data after the GDPR (as well as 4 weeks before). These alternative specifications had
little impact on the window regression results. We thank a reviewer for suggesting this analysis. Results
available upon request.
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Figure 6: Main effect panel difference pre-trend placebo tests

(a) Log recorded pageviews
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(b) Log recorded revenue
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Note: Estimates of placebo treatment effects, βp from equation (19), with 95% confidence intervals.

B Placebo tests

We run placebo tests to assess the potential for false positive effect estimates. We implement
placebo tests by first choosing a counterfactual treatment week from the pre-GDPR period
of our data. Then, equation (19) is estimated using data from before April 25th (pre-
GDPR). We exclude one-month before the implementation of the GDPR in order to omit
any anticipatory behavior. This procedure is repeated for placebo treatment dates ranging
from 14 to 7 weeks prior to May 25th, for a total of 8 placebo tests. These placebo dates are
chosen in order to provide adequate pre-trends and post-trends in the data (at least 3 data
points before and after the placebo treatment).

log (yitw + 1) = α1{2018}t + βp (1{2018}t x 1{Post Placebo}w) + θi + ηw + εitw (19)

The primary coefficient of interest is βp. Fixed effects are included as in equation (3) and
all standard errors are clustered at the dashboard-week level. Significant point estimates are
indicative of false positives; a prevalence of false positives may undermine the credibility of
our point estimates.

Our placebo results are presented in Figure 6 in grey. Figure 6 also includes our esti-
mated treatment effect in white, to aid in comparison. The placebo results demonstrate
the robustness of our identification strategy and point estimates in Table 3. The placebo
estimates are smaller in magnitude than our main results and have the opposite sign. All but
one estimate—seven weeks prior for the pageviews outcome—are statistically insignificant.
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C Bounds estimation

Section 5.1 derives tractable moment conditions, at the level of a dashboard j, which relate
empirical moments to bounds on the underlying parameters of interest, Θ = {δ,δ̄,θ,θ̄}. To be-
gin to estimate these moments, we need empirical equivalents of the quantities E

[
yobsj (Zj)|V obs

j (Zj) = 1
]

and E
[
V obs
j = 1|Zj

]
with and without the GDPR, i.e., for Z ∈ {0, 1}. Also, as we note in

Section 5.1, we observe visits rather than the average visit probability E
[
V obs
j = 1|Zj

]
. How-

ever, note that Corollaries 1 and 2 only require the ratio
E[V obs|Z=1]
E[V obs|Z=0]

and equation (6) suggests
that this equals the equivalent ratio for visits:

E
[
V obs
j |Zj = 1

]
E
[
V obs
j |Z = 0

] =
E
[
N obs
j |Zj = 1

]
E
[
N obs
j |Zj = 0

]
A final complication arises because we do not directly observe the usage and visits coun-

terfactual outcomes; rather, we only observe either Z = 0 or Z = 1 at a point in time. In
particular, simple averages before and after the GDPR are insufficient, as they may conflate
seasonal variation with the GDPR’s effect. To overcome this, we use the panel differences
identification strategy introduced in Section 4. For each dashboard j and each outcome (yobs

and V obs), we estimate a GDPR treatment effect βj via the dashboard level analogue of
equation (3). That is,

E
[
yobsj |V obs

j = 1, Zj = 0
]

=
1

T1

∑
t∈T1

y2018jt

E
[
yobsj |V obs

j = 1, Zj = 1
]

= βyj +
1

T1

∑
t∈T1

y2018jt

E
[
N obs
j |Zj = 1

]
E
[
N obs
j |Zj = 0

] = βNj

where T1 denotes the total time observations from the pre-GDPR period of our data.
Then, we use the moment conditions from Corollaries 1 & 2 to estimate Θ. Specifically,

we input the above quantities into equations (12-14) to define our estimation equations:

g1j
(
y2018j , βj,Θ

)
=θ

(
βyj +

1

T1

∑
t∈T1

y2018jt − y

)
+ βyj + ε1j

g2j
(
y2018j , βj,Θ

)
=1− δ̄ −

βNj
(1− θ)

+ ε2j

g3j
(
y2018j , βj,Θ

)
=1− θ − βNj + ε3j
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with the moment condition that E
[
g
(
y2018j , βj,Θ

)]
= 0. Note that δ = 0 is already de-

termined by equation (15). This yields common Θ estimates across all dashboards, which
we estimate using generalized method of moments (GMM). Note that our marketing effect
lower bound estimation (Section 5.3) proceeds analogously using equations (16-18).

Conceptually, the εj terms relax the requirement that equations (12-14) hold exactly
at the dashboard level. We do not directly observe the requisite counterfactual data and
our dashboard-level estimates βj are very imprecise. Instead, we are imposing that these
relations hold on average across dashboards. Note that cases where the dashboard level
estimates contradict our model—because estimate visits rise or usage falls post-GDPR—are
exceptions and are captured by the εj terms. The advantage to this approach is that it allows
for more heterogeneity in dashboard-level GDPR treatment effects. Another is that we do
not impose cross-sectional restrictions on the distributions of dashboard size (i.e., number of
visits Nj) and usage metrics (yj).

Finally, note that the resulting Θ estimates express consent and real effects in terms of
their effect on dashboard visits. However, we wish to translate the corresponding consent and
real effect estimates in terms of pageviews and revenue in order to relate them to our main
effect estimates in Table 3. To do so, we use two observations. First, the upper bound of
both the real and consent effects occurs when each is responsible for the full treatment effect
estimated in Table 3. Second, the corresponding lower bounds are obtained by assuming all
missing visits would had the minimum usage y: i.e., one pageview or $0 in revenue. These
lower bound estimates are conservative as they are the product of the lower bound visit
estimates and the corresponding y. We report these translated estimates in Figure 4b.

D Synthetic controls: additional details

D.1 Synthetic controls: detailed results

Section A.2 discusses the motivation for implementing synthetic controls. Here we discuss
the results and methodology behind this approach in more detail.

Figure 7 plots average outcomes for our treated group with solid line and our fitted
control group in a dotted line. The vertical line marks the implementation of the GDPR.
The details of constructing our control group can be found in Section D.2. For both pageviews
and revenue, Figure 7 illustrates a well fitted control group in the pre-GDPR period. For
pageviews, the predicted control group deviates from our 2018 outcomes in the post-GDPR
period - congruent with Figure 2. In contrast, our predicted control group continues to match
the treated group for revenue well into the post-GDPR period. Our point estimates for each
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Figure 7: Synthetic controls results: fitted trends
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(b) Log recorded revenue
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Note: This figure presents the fitted synthetic control groups constructed using the procedure outlined in
Online Appendix D.

outcome are presented in Table 9. The synthetic controls method estimates a treatment
effect of 8.7% for pageviews and 1.4% for revenue.

Constructing standard errors in a synthetic controls setting with an elastic net is not a
well understood problem. To provide some sense of the robustness of our synthetic controls
results, we appeal to Abadie et al. (2010). Abadie et al. (2010) implement placebo studies
by asking “how often would we obtain results of this magnitude if we had chosen a random
(counterfactual) treated unit, rather than the factual treated unit?” In our context, we
select a placebo treated unit from our control unit, fit a control group using our synthetic
controls procedure, and then estimate a placebo treatment effect. We detail this procedure
in Section D.2.1. In comparing the placebo and factual synthetic controls, we follow Abadie
et al. (2010) in using an adjusted mean squared prediction error statistic (AMSPE).

Figure 8 presents histograms of our 1000 placebo studies for pageviews and revenue. The
histograms reflect the distribution of AMSPE estimates across our 1000 placebo trials, for
each outcome. The vertical line marks the AMSPE of our true estimated treatment effect, 1.5
for pageviews and 0.49 for revenue. For pageviews, our true AMPSE is at the 99.8th quantile
of the placebo AMPSE distribution, which suggests that recovering a treatment effect of the
magnitude presented in Table 9 column (4) by chance is highly unlikely. The AMPSE for
revenue is at the 78.4th quantile of the placebo AMPSE distribution. Our synthetic controls
estimate for revenue is therefore less precise than our pageviews measure, and somewhat
more likely to occur by chance.
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Figure 8: Synthetic control results: placebo tests
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Note: This figure presents the distribution of AMPSE estimates from 1,000 synthetic control placebo studies.
Blue lines indicate the true estimated AMPSE.

D.2 Cross-validation & estimation

For the following discussion, T0 will be the period before which the intervention takes place,
Y (0) is the counterfactual outcome, and Y (1) is the observed outcome of the treatment. In
our setting, we will use 2017 dashboard log outcome data as control units and the average
(across dashboards) of 2018 log outcome data as our treatment unit. That is, for each
outcome variable, we have a treatment unit and a set of control units, denoted by C:

Yt =
1

N

N∑
i

log
(
y2018it + 1

)
(20)

C = {Cit = log
(
y2017it + 1

)
∀ i} (21)

We estimate weights such that the weighted combination of Cit best matches Yt. In our
setting, we have 17 pre-treatment time periods and 1084 control units, or N >> T0. We
follow Doudchenko and Imbens (2016) in using an elastic net to construct our control group.
See Zou and Hastie (2005) for a detailed discussion of elastic nets and their properties. In
brief, we fit a model with the following objective function:

Q(µ, ω|Yt, Cit;α, λ for t < T0) = ||Yt − µ− ωCit||22 + λ ·
(

1− α
2
||ω||22+α||ω||1

)
(22)

Where µ is a constant, ω is a vector of length N of weights, and α and λ are penalty
parameters chosen by the econometrician.

We choose penalty parameters using a modified version of the cross validation routine
proposed in Doudchenko and Imbens (2016). In particular, for a proposed pair of penalty
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parameters, {α′, λ′}, we construct pseudo treated units as follows. First, we partition C into
B random partitions of size b. We will refer to a partition as Cb. Each Cb is used to construct
a pseudo treated unit, Y Cb

t , by taking the average over units i ∈ Cb. We use C̃ = C\Cb as the
control units for pseudo treated unit Y Cb

t . An elastic net is fitted, using only pre-intervention

data, to obtain {µ̂b, ω̂b}. That is: {µ̂b, ω̂b} = argminµ,ω
∑T0

t=1

(
Y Cb

t − µ− ωC̃it
)2

+ λ′ ·(
1−α′

2
||ω||22+α′||ω||1

)
. Given the weights estimated above and using the proposed penalty

parameters {α′, λ′}, we predict the outcome for Y C
t (0) in t > T0 and construct the mean

squared error for each B.

Y Cb

t (0) = µ̂b + ω̂bC̃it (23)

CVB(α′, λ′) =
1

T − T0

T∑
t=T0

(
Y Cb

t (1)− Y Cb

t (0)
)2

(24)

Model performance is then evaluated using the average of the cross validated mean squared
error across our B partitions:

CV (α′, λ′) =
1

B

∑
b

CVb(α
′, λ′) (25)

Finally, tuning parameters are chosen such that {α, λ} = argminα′,λ′CV (α′, λ′). Using these
tuning parameters, we recover the vector of weights ω needed to construct our synthetic
control.

We search over a grid of α ∈ [.01, .99] in increments of .01 and take advantage of the
λ validation built into the glmnet package in R (Friedman et al., 2010). For each {α′, λ′}
we partition the control units into B = 10 samples—analogous to 10 cross-fold validation.
We repeat the above procedure 100 times for each outcome variables to construct a set of ω
vectors, which we average to construct our final weights. We then generate our estimates of
the treatment effect by differencing the average levels of the treated unit and the synthetic
control in the post-GDPR period.

D.2.1 Synthetic controls: Placebo routine

We can appeal to Abadie et al. (2010) to get a sense of how reasonable our results are.
In particular, the following exercise asks: “how large would our prediction error be had
treatment not occurred?” To construct this counterfactual, our procedure is as follows:

• Randomly sample n = 10 units from C

• Construct our pseudo-treated unit as Cpsuedo
t = 1

n

∑
i∈sampleCit
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• Fit an elastic net to Cpsuedo
t as described in Online Appendix D.2

• Calculate the adjusted mean squared prediction error (Abadie et al., 2010):

T0
T − T0

∑T
t=T0

(
Y psuedo
t (1)− Y C(psuedo)

t (0)
)2

∑T0
t=0

(
Y psuedo
t (1)− Y C(psuedo)

t (0)
)2 (26)

That is, we calculate the mean squared prediction error and scale it by the mean
squared fitting error

• Repeat 1000 times for each outcome

The results of this procedure are presented in Figure 8.

E Marginal effects

The models in Sections 4 are non-linear and therefore rely on marginal effects for interpre-
tation. In this section we detail the construction of these marginal effects. Our models are
generally of the form:

log(yitw + 1) = α1{2018}t + β (1{2018}t x 1{Post GDPR}w) + ηi + ξw + εitw (27)

where β captures the GDPR effect. First, we estimate the above regression using the data.
Then, for the post-GDPR period, we use our estimates to construct predicted outcomes for
both the treated and a counterfactual untreated group:

yuntreateditw = exp

(
α + ηi + ξw +

σ2

2

)
− 1 (28)

ytreateditw = exp

(
α + β + ηi + ξw +

σ2

2

)
− 1 (29)

Where we have included variances (V ar[εitw] = σ2) to account for the expected value of the
(log-normal) error terms. These predictions are at the dashboard-week level. We construct
the marginal effects using the subsample of dashboard-weeks from 2018 after GDPR en-
forcement; we denote the set of post-GDPR weeks by Wpost. We then compute the average
marginal effect (AME) as follows:
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AME =
1

N

1

|Wpost|

N∑
i=1

∑
w∈Wpost

ytreatediw − yuntreatediw

yuntreatediw

(30)

where |Wpost| denotes the number of post-GDPR weeks in the sample and N is the number
of dashboards in the sample.

F Heterogeneity results

F.1 Last-touch attribution regression estimates

We implement the following regression equation to estimate marketing channel-specific GDPR
effects:

log (yitwc + 1) =
∑

αc (1{Post GDPR}w x 1{Channel}c) + (31)∑
γc (1{2018} x 1{Channel}c) +∑
βc (1{2018} x 1{Post GDPR}w x 1{Channel}c) + ηic + ξw + εitwc

where c refers to attribution channel and yitwc denotes recorded outcomes associated with
channel c. ηic and ξω are dashboard-channel and week-specific fixed effects, respectively. We
interact an indicator for channel c, 1{Channel}c, with each term of equation (3). βc are the
coefficients of interest because they capture the effect of the GDPR by channel c. Under
the specified model, the variation identifying each βc will be differences in outcomes across
channels and years in post-May 25 weeks, after accounting for unobservables common to
dashboard-channel and week observations, and a common level shift in channel outcomes
across years. Table 10 presents the coefficient estimates for the different last-touch attribu-
tion channels. Note that these estimates are graphed in Figure 3.

F.2 Size heterogeneity results

We examine heterogeneous effects of the GDPR across dashboard size by interacting our
main specification (equation 3) with an indicator for large dashboards. This indicator equals
one for dashboards with above-median pageviews in the pre-GDPR period. Specifically, we
estimate the following regression:
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Table 10: Last-touch attribution channel ATE regression estimates

(1) (2)
Dependent Variable† log( Pageviews + 1 ) log( Revenue + 1 )

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR}× 1{Direct Traffic} -0.087 -0.113
(0.029) (0.042)

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR}× 1{Search} -0.077 -0.033
(0.028) (0.039)

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR}× 1{Display} -0.287 -0.218
(0.076) (0.106)

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR}× 1{Email} -0.101 -0.185
(0.042) (0.070)

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR}× 1{Social} -0.240 -0.034
(0.040) (0.064)

RSID + Week FE Y Y
R2 0.950 0.940
N 137,469 40,373
Note: Standard errors clustered at the Dashboard + Week level. †Recorded outcomes.

log (yitw + 1) = α11{2018}t + β1 (1{2018}t x 1{Post-GDPR}w) +

α21{2018}tx1{Large Site}i + γ11{Post-GDPR}wx1{Large Site}i+
β2 (1{2018}t x 1{Post-GDPR}w × 1{Large Site}i) + ηi + ξw + εitw

(32)
The coefficients of interest are β1, which estimates the average treatment effect of the GDPR
on small sites, and the sum of β1 +β2 which is an estimate of the average treatment effect of
the GDPR on large sites.Table 11 presents the full regression results examining heterogeneity
in site usage.

F.3 Regulatory Enforcement Regressions

To construct our index of regulatory enforcement beliefs, we use a European Commissions
survey from 2008 of 4,835 data controllers across all countries in the EU European Com-
mission (2008). The survey asks to what extent data controllers agree or disagree with “the
data protection law in (OUR COUNTRY) is interpreted and applied more rigorously than
in other Member States.” Responses are recorded on a four point scale and include a no-
response option. We exclude the non-responses and construct a response-weighted average
index for each country in the EU that takes values from 0 (all responses are “totally dis-
agree”) to 1 (all responses are “totally agree”). We then standardize the index to have mean
of zero and variance of one. We additionally utilize data on income (GDP per capita) for
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Table 12: Regulatory strictness heterogeneity regressions

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dependent Variable† log( Pageviews + 1 ) log( Revenue + 1 )

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR}× Strictness -0.056 -0.040 -0.047 -0.041
(0.006) (0.006) (0.016) (0.019)

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR} -0.074 0.041 -0.096 -0.040
(0.022) (0.029) (0.022) (0.075)

1{2018} × Strictness -0.007 -0.008 0.030 0.008
(0.005) (0.004) (0.007) (0.009)

1{Post GDPR}×Strictness 0.032 0.027 0.002 -0.014
(0.007) (0.009) (0.010) (0.012)

1{2018} 0.056 0.049 0.163 -0.025
(0.008) (0.024) (0.015) (0.059)

1{2018} × Income 0.019 0.469
(0.056) (0.151)

1{Post GDPR}×Income 0.101 0.345
(0.054) (0.128)

1{2018} × 1{Post GDPR}× Income -0.294 -0.138
(0.079) (0.186)

RSID + Week FE Y Y Y Y
R2 0.969 0.969 0.962 0.962
N 69,344 69,344 22,812 22,812
Note: Standard errors clustered at the Dashboard + Week level. †Recorded outcomes.

each EU country in 2018 from the World Bank, which we expect correlates with advertising
and e-commerce revenue.19

We explore the role of regulatory strictness empirically, by interacting our panel differ-
ences estimator with our regulatory strictness measure. We estimate the following equation:

log (yitw + 1) = α11{2018}+ α21{Strictness x 1{2018}+ α31{Income} x 1{2018}+ (33)

γ11{Strictness} x 1{Post GDPR}w + γ21{Income}x1{Post GDPR}w+

β1{Post GDPR}w x 1{2018}+

βincome1{Income} x 1{Post GDPR}w x 1{2018}+

βstritcness1{Strictness} x 1{Post GDPR}w x 1{2018}+ ηi + ξw + εitw

Our interaction coefficient of interest is βstritctness. Following Jia et al. (2021), we also include
an interaction with country-level GDP per capita, because income is a potential confound
that correlates with regulatory strictness. Results of this regression are presented below.

19https://Data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD?locations=PL-GR-PT-DE-EU
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G Testing the privacy frictions mechanism

Websites are reluctant to use obtrusive consent dialogs that add friction to the user’s browsing
experience. The Irish data regulator notes a “general resistance” among sites to introduce
privacy frictions through the consent interfaces (Data Protection Commission, 2020b). For
this reason, websites experiment with different consent interfaces to reduce privacy frictions
and ensure a high consent rate (Long, 2020). Past research suggests that interruptions can
hurt online usage (Lambrecht et al., 2011) and noted the long time required to read websites
privacy policies (McDonald et al., 2009). Thus, the specific concern of privacy frictions is
that they interrupt the user’s browsing and deter users from continuing to browse the site—
leading to a decrease in real outcomes. This motivates a simple empirical test: we expect
the share of visits where the user bounces (browses a single page before leaving) will increase
as privacy frictions increase.

We test for a privacy frictions mechanism by examining the effect of GDPR on bounce
rates. Bounce rates are defined as the share of site visits with only a single pageview. More
generally, bounce rates are a key diagnostic outcome in site analytics. Sites may wish to
reduce bounce rates in order to increase ad and e-commerce revenue opportunities. On the
other hand, high bounce rates can also indicate that the website effectively communicates
information to the user: e.g., the temperature in Paris. In the pre-GDPR period, bounce
rates average 42% across all dashboards and 37% in the e-commerce sample.

Bounce rates are useful because they indicate how dashboards seek consent. We expect
that bouncing users are unlikely to provide explicit consent, because these users minimally
interact with the site. If sites employ opt-out consent, then we expect bounce rates to rise
somewhat if the privacy frictions mechanisms holds. If instead the site uses a strict opt-in
model, then we expect to see a large drop in bounce rates because we expect few bouncing
users will opt in to data recording. Comparing individual dashboard means across the pre-
and post-GDPR periods suggests that the large majority of our sites see minimal changes
to their bounce rates. In particular, only 3 sites exhibit patterns that are consistent with a
strict, opt-in approach in that their bounce rates decrease more than 20 percentage points,
but their recorded pageviews fall more than 50%. Thus, the vast majority of websites in our
sample appear to employ an opt-out approach for consent, which is consistent with large
surveys of website behaviors during that period (Sanchez-Rola et al., 2019; Utz et al., 2019;
Johnson et al., 2022). As such, consistent with opt-out consent, we expect bounce rates to
rise if privacy frictions are contributing substantially to our point estimates. We use bounce
rates to test for the privacy frictions mechanism whereby GDPR consent dialogs dissuade
users from further browsing.
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Table 13: GDPR effect estimates: bounce rate

(1) (2)
Sample All Dashboards E-commerce
Dependent variable† Bounce rate (percentage points)

1{2018}× 1{Post GDPR} -0.275 -0.354
(0.304) (0.591)

1{2018} 0.311 0.111
(0.304) (0.539)

RSID + Week FE Y Y
R2 0.861 0.790
N 69,344 22,436
Note: Standard errors clustered at the Dashboard + Week level. †Recorded outcomes.

We test for a change in bounce rates by reestimating our panel differences model (equa-
tion 3) with bounce rates as the dependent variable. Table 4 columns (1) and (2) present
the model estimates: -0.275 percentage points (s.e. 0.304) for all sites and -0.354 percentage
points (s.e. 0.591) for e-commerce sites. Thus, we find no statistically significant evidence
that bounce rates change due to the GDPR and these null effect estimates are precisely
estimated. This finding may allay website concerns about the privacy frictions mechanism
after the GDPR, though more obtrusive consent dialogs that seek opt-in consent could cre-
ate greater browsing frictions. We proceed under the assumption that the privacy frictions
mechanism does not materially contribute to our estimated GDPR effect.

H A bounding example

Figure 9 illustrates our bounding approach from Section 5 using a numerical example. Fig-
ure 10a presents a simple example of a site that sees its recorded pageviews fall from 3,600 to
3,000 after the GDPR. The fall in recorded pageviews is due to changes in both recorded vis-
its and recorded pageviews per visit. In this example, visits fall from 900 to 600, illustrated
by the decrease in the height of the rectangle. As in our data, recorded pageviews per visit,
rise post-GDPR from 4 to 5 pageviews. This change is reflected in the increase the rectan-
gles width post-GDPR. Our approach decomposes visits into four types: 1) visits that would
remain post-GDPR and provide consent; 2) visits that would remain, but refuse consent; 3)
visits that leave post-GDPR, but would consent; and 4) visits that would leave post-GDPR
and refuse consent. Fundamentally, we assume that we observe the sum of all four types
pre-GDPR, and that the post-GDPR outcomes represent the first type of visits alone. As
such, our bounding approach seeks to allocate the difference in recorded outcomes—here,
300 recorded visits and 600 recorded pageviews—to the remaining three user types.
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Figure 9: Illustrative example of mechanism identification

(a) GDPR’s effect on a site’s recorded outcomes

(b) Corresponding bounds on GDPR’s consent and real effects

Figure 10b illustrates our bounding approach. The right-hand side of Figure 10b shows
the simplest case where the consent effect of the GDPR is maximized under the assumption
that the GDPR has no real effect on visits. Consenting users are represented by the lower
dark rectangle, while the white square represents non-consenting users. In this case, all
the missing 300 visits and 600 pageviews are attributed to non-consenting visits (i.e., type
two visits). This implies that non-consenting users are adversely selected, consuming only
2 pageviews per visit. The left-hand side of Figure 10b shows the more complicated case
in which the consent effect is minimized and the real effect is maximized. Here, we use
the natural lower bound of 1 pageview per visit, which constrains the usage, conditional on
visiting, of types two through four. Moreover, Assumption 4 holds that the missing visits,
due to the GDPR’s real harm, are missing at random with respect to consent. Given these
assumptions, our bounds suggest that the pure consent effect represents 200 pageviews (type
two visits). The real effect of the GDPR accounts for 400 pageviews: 375 pageviews from
type three visits and 25 pageviews from type four visits.
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I Proofs

Proposition 1

Part A

For part A), we start with the observed usage pre-GDPR E
[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 0

]
. Using

the potential outcomes notation, we have

E
[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 0

]
= E

[
yobs (0) |V obs (0) = 1, Z = 0

]
By the definitions of the recorded outcomes then Assumption 2, we have

E
[
yobs (0) |V obs (0) = 1, Z = 0

]
= E [y (0) |V (0) = 1, Z = 0]

= E [y|V (0) = 1]

Now, we apply the law of total expectation, so that we have

E [y|V (0) = 1] = E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 0] Pr [C (1) = 0|V (0) = 1]

+ E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 1] Pr [C (1) = 1|V (0) = 1]

Using Assumption 3, we have

E [y|V (0) = 1] = E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 0] Pr [C (1) = 0]

+ E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 1] Pr [C (1) = 1]

and by the definition of θ we have

E [y|V (0) = 1] = E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 0] · θ

+ E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 1] · (1− θ)

Now using Assumption 4, we have

E [y|V (0) = 1] = E [y|V (0) = 1, C (1) = 0] · θ

+ E [y|V (0) = 1, V (1) = 1, C (1) = 1] · (1− θ)

We now show that E [y|V (0) = 1, V (1) = 1, C (1) = 1] is equivalent to observed usage post-
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GDPR. By Assumptions 1 then 2, we have

E [y|V (0) = 1, V (1) = 1, C (1) = 1] = E [y|V (1) = 1, C (1) = 1]

= E [y|V (1) = 1, C (1) = 1, Z = 1]

by the definition of recorded outcomes, we have

E [y|V (1) = 1, C (1) = 1, Z = 1] = E
[
yobs|V obs (1) = 1, Z = 1

]
and simplifying to drop the potential outcomes we have

E
[
yobs|V obs (1) = 1, Z = 1

]
= E

[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 1

]
Putting this all together and expressing in terms of observables, we have

E
[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 0

]
= E [y (0) |V (0) = 1, C (1) = 0] · θ

+ E
[
yobs|V obs = 1, Z = 1

]
· (1− θ)

solving for θ obtains the equation in Proposition 1A).

Part B

We start by examining the change in observed visits due to the GDPR:
E
[
V obs = 1|Z = 1

]
−E

[
V obs = 1|Z = 0

]
= E [V (1) · C (1) = 1|Z = 1]−E [V (0) = 1|Z = 0]

Where the equality follow from the definition of V obs. Then, given Assumption 3 we have:
E
[
V obs = 1|Z = 1

]
− E

[
V obs = 1|Z = 0

]
= E [V (1) = 1]E [C (1) = 1]− E [V (0) = 1]

Substituting in equations (10) and (9) on the right hand side yields:
E
[
V obs = 1|Z = 1

]
− E

[
V obs = 1|Z = 0

]
= E [V (0) = 1] · ((1− δ) (1− θ)− 1)

Finally, we substitute E [V (0) = 1] = E
[
V obs = 1|Z = 0

]
and simplify to get:

δ = 1−
E
[
V obs = 1|Z = 1

]
E [V obs = 1|Z = 0] (1− θ)

Proposition 2

Part A

Part A follows from the proof of Corollary 2.
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Part B Under Assumption 5, the consent rate estimated in Proposition 2 Part A serves
as a lower bound for the Email and Display attribution channels. Then, Part B follows by
applying Corollary 1.
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